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See who the pros pick in ·
this ' week's . Morning
Line, ·and read about .the
field hockey team's, 2-1 ·
'7iictory over Northwestern. See page 28.
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.C alendar~p~ge S . Lori Reed, or a remarkable
l'f otices·
page ·6 . .:simulation?. -Who's to
know? See VU reveiw on ·
Editorial~page. 14
page
17.
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Day assaults
victimize two
By David Olson

There have been t:wo sexual the top.
assaults durfog broad daylight · Kopreski said there was a
in heavily traveled areas of the chance 'that' the two assailants ·
UNH campus since the begin- could be the same person.
· ning of the semester,: according 'Their stature is the same, they
to Sergean·t Paul Kopreski of both have a wide jaw', .and blonde ·
UNH Public Safety.
ha.ir. s really difficult to get
Neither victim was injured, an accurate description when
,,:Kopreski said.
_ ·
the incident happens so quick::i.
The first incident occurred ly." ·
·~
at 1 :20 p:m. on Sept:- 2 in the
"We are concerned that there ·
,.
ravine
behind
the
Memorial
is
a
second assailant," Kopreski
·".;.._,,
''.//'·'
··.
Union 'B uilding. "The victim said. "We are also concerned
·w'as walking towards the MUB that if the assailants were
and .had just passed the bridge willing to do tl;iis during the day,
Composites of the two suspects in last week's sexual assaults.. .Both victims said their assailants
when a man· assaulted tier," they- might be more aggressive
were of medium height a~d.build, and had blonde hair. ·
KQpreski said. There was no one . during the night." ·
else in the area, he said.
"The acts were immature and
. · Th,e first vic(im described the violent a-nd totally inapprop~
''
_ male assailant ,as being around riate," said Assistant Dean of
the ;;ige' of eighteen or ninete~n. Student Emily Moore.
Be was of medium build and
"My hunch is that it is the
. height and had blonde hair, the same person," Moore said.
· victim said.
"The guy has a weird sense
. The second assault occurred of how to get his kicks," she
beside the Horton'SocialScience continued. "The guy ran away
Center at 12:45 in the afternoon, _ waving his arms the way Rocky
on Sept. 6. According to'Kopres- does."
ki, the assailant .followed the
Moore said acts such as those
victim through the ravine _and that occurred last week were ·
up the steps behind Horto'n. "destructive to · healthy
When the victim reached the male / female relationships.
walkw~y beside Horton, the They (women) don't have to put
man rrioved in front of her and up with that."
.
attacked her.
Moore advises that ~everal
The second victim described precautions should be taken in
-the assailant as being of medium the. face of the recent assaults.
height and build, with wiry "Women should travel with
blonde hair. The man looked friends, stay on well-lit paths,
to be between the age of 18 and . and avoid takirig short cuts. If
19. The second assailant also~ y~rn see anything suspicious ,
wore glasses with a gold rim on report it."

,t'

~-;;

_/

. -Carnpus ·e scorts ·9iVe ,serviCe

U.S NH·tO spend
$120m in 1987

By Marla G. "Smith
million that-will be .spent on
· The·· U nive-rsity System of operat'ion of residence halls ,
New Hampshire (USNH) will dining services· or bookstores.
spend $120:_ mil~ion to provide Also excluded is-the $29 million
educat~on and general ,services , of federally sponsored research ·
, •. to •stµ9~~~s. ~ervec;l· by the state's · · and service programs.
:,: p\1Qikhighe.t,'ec\ut_ation system
The University System's
, ·, ::.·, 'in#stal'yeit1987: -_._· .
3,000 faculty and staff will
,' ': ,VS N'H · _s.tu.cl e.n ts in.cl u de receive an increase in salary and
· UNH," -UNH -at Manchester; '. wage from the $4 .9 million
Keene State, Plymoufh State, approved l)y the trustees inJuly.
and the School for -Lifelong . The 1987 salary improveLearning.
ment program calls for a . 3
Those attending college in percent increase for all continNew Hampshire are expected uing employees. Additional
. to pay $(52.2 million in tuition merit and .equity increases will
and fees in 1987, providing the be awarded on the basis of
state with 52 percent of its individual ernployee perforoudgeted income.
mance.
State funds, amounting to $44 .
Two years ·ago ·trustee and
million, will provide USNH legislative priorities established
students with only 37 percent · the salary program. It places of the "education and general" · _special emphasis •o n making
revenues. This is, however, a faculty salaries more compet$4.5 million increase from 1986. itive with those paid to faculty
According to Art Gra·nt~ se- at comparable colleges and
· cretary ·of ' USNH, the $1'20 universities.
million does not include the $35
The bridge behind
the MUB, _where
one
assaults. took
, ·
.
· of
_ last
· week's
.
. .place
· . (R
. om·t Larone photo)

··,: >.
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Leavey considers . her· CIC>set ~areer

fulfilltng

-- ~--------------~~-~-~---

By Jofin W. Hurney
.........
of The Cat's Closet she ·does
"Laura we nee·d more seemed to have found "her
change ... ·Laura -do . we have utopia." Don Harley, Assistant :
anymore Wall Street Journals? ... Director of Student Affairs, says
Laura telephone ... Laura do we "Sales atI The Cat's Closet since
have anymore eclairs? ... Laura she has been manager have
do we.have anymore disc filmt .. tripled." This is suprising since ·
Laura they need you at reg!ster this is not the main goal of The
'
2... "
Cat's Closet.
Harley has three main goals
If you have ever visited The
Cat's Closet you might have for The Cat's Closet. First, to
heard parts of the above chorus provide convenient shopping
and wondered to yovrself, "Who for students. Second, to employ .
is this Laura that seems to be only s~udents. And t:hirdly; _if .
so important to everyone here?" possible, to make a profit.
Leavy calls it a shop "run by
Her name is Laura Leavy and
you' re right, she is an extremely the students for the students."
Harley says that other colimportant person atThe Cat's :
Closet. She is the manager of leges do not find it possible to
The Cat's'· Closet, in charge of run a campus store with the use
the Bakery Window and 'fhe of student help. However; Harley finds it necessary.
Picture Place. ·
Due to the fact that The
This is Leavy's seventh year
a's manager of The Cat's Closet. University of New Hampshire
During this time she has become is so expensive compared to
an integeral p~rt of both The other state schools, Harley feels .
Cat's-Closet an,d The Memorial he must channel some of the
Union Building (MUB). From money back into the students'
the moment she began her work pocket.
Leavy feels it is "a great place
in the MUB she was in what she
Laura Leavy has.spent seven years working as the manager of the Cat's Closet. ,(Ro9it Larone
for students to get hands-on
called "her utopia."
·
·
photo)

fflfyou thought you left lHom
at ho1ne look ou-t , because I'm
here!''
Leavy said "What I like most
about starting to work at The
Cat's Closet was I knew I could
us~ all of my talents."
In her seven years as m_an~ger

_
experience in retail."
· One of the major reasons
Leavy has been so successful is
because she listens to her customers. Leavy is striving to

Desribed as like a mother to ni ·w eekend.
make The Cat's Closet a better
A person who has a great deal
and more convenient place to everyone who works for her,
Leavy says, "If you thought you of pride in the University and
.
'
shop.
, This philosophy of her's is left Mom at home look out, in MUB, "Laura does her best
· what recently brought the Bak- because I'm here!" At one point, to make it easy to work. She
ery Window and The Picture she was given a sign by one of makes it convenient to work
Place to the MUB. Laura is her employees that_hangs in her there and makes it less difficult
always experimenting vv_ith sel- shop that says "MOTHER . to hold down a job and study at
the same time," says Jeff
ling new·itenis in an attempt CAT."
She also .gets invited to wed- Hupfer, one of Leavy's stuqent
to keep up with the pulse of the
·
·
dings of her former students, employees.
.
campus, said Harley.
To Laura Leavy, The Cat's
Leavy truly has a great feel pictu!es of_theit kids, and many
for the UNH campus. ·She gets of her past student employees Closet "is the best thing that
this by interrelating with .over _make it a point to visit her has ever happened to me ... and
during Home~oming and Alum- this is sincere!"
60 students th:at she--employs . .

.:

NEWS ·1N BRIEF
,r

·United States prop·o ses
swap with Soviets,

Teen-age suicide rate
influenced by television

Boston makes it 11
•
row ·
1na

The United States suggested in Wednesday's
proposal to the Soviet Union that Nicholas Daniloff!
an American journalist in Moscow, and Gennad1
Zakharov, a Soviet U.N. employee in New Yo_rk,
be placed in the custody of their respect1v_e
a_m bassadors. This arrangement would hold until
· ,
the trial of Zakharov.
- A spokesinap from the Forei,~n Ministr_y_ has s~id
that the Soviets supported the idea pendmg a tnal
,
1n each case.
Mr. Daniloff, in a phone call from Lefortovo
Prison to his wife, said that _he backed the proposal,
as did. the KGB officers ~ho interrogated him.

Two new reports published Wednesday,- _state
that the broadcast of television news stori~s and
television dramas on· suicide, are followed by a
temporary increase in the number of teen-agers
who take their own lives.
Tel~vision network spokesmen disputed the
conclusions and questioned the researchers methods
of gathering.data.
Sociologists at the University of California, at
San Diego, studied national trends, finding a seven
percent rise in teen-age suicides_in the seven days
following the broadcasts. Suicide by teens has tripled
since 19~0, it is now the second largest cause of
death, next to accidents.

In their .longest winning stre:ak since 1977, the ·
Red Sox took Baltimore with a 9-4 victory, to make
it 11 in a row.
Roger Clemens_who has three w,ins in the streak,
had .a somewhat lesser showing Wednesday night.
· He retired after .the sixth inning and threw .only
98 pitches. Clemens was relieved by Calvin Schiraldi. .
For the ninth time in the last ten games, Boston ·
had to storm from behind to win. This puts them
eight games ahead of Toronto in the .American
League Ease

Israel, Egypt rea.ch
border agreement
After 12 hours of meetings, Israel and Egypt have
reached an agreement on the terms of which Taba;
a 700-yard strip of Sinai beach front, would be sent
,
to arbitration . . This agreement opened the way for the· fitst ·
meetings of the .countries' leaders in five years.
The meetings, _taking place yesterday and today,
are in Alexandria, Egypt. ·
· These summit meetings are strongly supported
by the Reagan •adminisration.

-S enator gives daughter
his kidney

·'

Co-r rection

In the Tuesday Sept. 9 issue of The Nf:!W
Hampshire, brother Todd Davis was incorrectly
identified as Scott Davis. ATO was active in the
Republican seo.ator Jake Garn from Utah ·i s · Greek System from 1917 to 1980, not 1971 to _1980.
·reported in fair .condition after donating his left ATO's charter was taken away by ATO Nattonal.
·
, kidney .to his 27 .year-old daughter. ·
The National representative was Jim Spooner. The
· . The operation, which took six hours was said National program is called Project LeaderShape.
·
.
to .be extremely suc<::essful. ..
· Garn, who· is ,53, flew on the Space Shuttle
Discovery in April of 1985.
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·.Biology Program
·widens spectrum·

The women's tennis team doing calestenics on the newly resurfa_<,:ed tennis ~p,11rts. ·(R.onit , .
Larone photo)
·1

'

Alumni reelect USNH trustee
By Mary Cook
Marion Beckwith, retired .·
University of New Hampshire
professor, has been re-elected
as alum·n i trustee oLthe Uni. versity System of New Hamp-:
shire.
·
Beckwith said that her job for
the four-yea.r term will be to
"support the various presidents
and deans on their goals and .
objectives." She said 'Durham
has an "excellent academic
ad,;ninistration.l ' .
Beckwith started her career
at ·UNH
a graduate assistant
. in 1935, earning her masters .
degree in ·193 7. After· 44 years
of teaching she retired as eme,ri ta professor of physical education in 1979.
.A past res.:ipient of the Alumni Associations Alumni Profile

as

of Service Award, Beckwith is three-year terms. Prisci1la Wakea member of the East€rn Asso- field of Arlington, VA; ·and
ciation of Phys-ical Education Betty Tamposi of Nashua will
oJ College Women. She is ~ accompany Durham's Beckwith.member of the American AlWakefield, class of 1969,
liance of Health Physical Ed- earned her law degree from the
ucation and Recreation.
.
American University in WaBeckw-ith said there is a need shington., D.C. Since 19-82 she
to assess student housing. Al- has been the president of the
though this fall· brought better Washington-Baltimore UNH
living conditions for students, Alumni Club. She was -recently
with less lounge build-ups ·c1;nd appointed chair of Arlington
triples, Beckwith said '·' It both- County's Commission on the
ers me ·that people can~t live on Status of Women. Wakefield is
campus when they want to." She . · presently associate director for
would like the Durham campus legal affairs at the National
kept .to a size of 10,500 students Criminal Justice 'Association in_
in w~der to "keep it fun, yet WashingtonLD.C.
~atisfying, so that students can
~ccomplish their potential."
Tamp_osi, dass of 1~78, is a ·
Five UNH Alumni Associ- . pa~tner m the Tamposi CQ_rpo-

::!~t~d ~r::: ~i~~~::!~ttf~~·'

By Marla G. Smith
Freshmen entering the biology major in the fall of 1987 will
be a part of a reorganized colleg~
incorporating all eight biological sciences offered at UNB.
James Stewart, coordinator
of the biology program, said the
new biology program will show
students the "wide spectrum
that biology covers."
The Microbiology and Zoology Departments will move out
of the College of Liberal Arts.
By the fall of 1987 all the
biological sciences. will be focated in the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture. ·
. The biological sciences include animal science, biology,
biochemistry, entomology, microbiology, plant Sfience, zoology, botany and forest sciences. ·
Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Richard Hersh, said the
new biological undergraduate
program will "attract students_
as well as funds."
University President Gordon
Haaland; Lennard Fisk, vice
president for research and financial affairs; and Richard
Hersh, are the three administrators responsible for the outline of the c_o lleges' reorgani-

zation.
_
"We may look at combining
departments to see if th~y could
be more effective,'' said Stewart.
"It'~ much br~der than zoology
and microbiology coming into
this (new) college."
Stewart s_aid biology "has
evolved over the last 25 years
to include ·( those biological
science) •sub_disciplines~. Students in all eight departments
will share a core· curriculum the
first tW'.o years and, either at the
·· end of their sophomore year or
at the beginning of their junior
year, will choose one of the sub
disciplines to focus ~n." , . .
Currently, each of the eight .
departments have different
four-year curricuhims. It's "very
difficult," according to Stewart, ·
for a student to change programs since the curriculums
differ.
Next year a student will. take
Biology' I and II the first year;
and ecology and genetics the
second year.
·
"By that time," said, Stewart,"
they will have had .· a wide
exposure to all aspetts of 'biol-:ogy."
· At the present, there are 700
biology majors at UNH.

-..............

UNH prof · claims
N',
~
S tourism
·industry shrinking
(

i .

~

! ~, • ~

,... ·:

~r:~~,::;~~e:t~;:~:~b~·r ::: ,, _
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·
UNH Wildcat Wmner s Circle
• · •
advisory board. Tamposi chairs
the New Hampshire House
Ways and Means Committee as
well as being a member of the
board of trustees for New ·Eng:
land College and Merchants By MaryBeth Lapin
Gutske said the tourist indusN a.t ional Bank.
. Re-elected as board members - According to Larry Gutske, try has a responsibility to "pre:.
- , were Leo Lessard of Dover, Paul University of New Hampshire serve the unique flavor of New
Wyma:n Jr. of Concord, and _p rofessor of Leisure Manage- Hampshire; I think we need to
Donald O'Brien of -Seabrook.
ment and Tourism, New Hamp- capitalize on that afrraction a
.
I shf i!e is lo~in~ adlarge pSortio n little more." ·
The "new. vacationer," as
. Lessard, class of 1976, is a o Its tounst rn ustry. - ma 11,
state senator. Wyman, class of family-run lodging operations Gutske calls New Hampshire
1951, is controller of St. Paul's are being edged out by profes- tour,ist of recent years, .is used
to a more upscale environment.
School in Concord. O'Brien, · sionally managed hotel chains.
class· of 1949, is founder and
Gutske said a major reason "The second home market is
president of D.G. O'Brien.
tourists vjsit New Hampshire growing," Gutske said, "because
Beckwith said. she is excited is for a "homey, rural kind of ·tourists are considering purabou·t working with the "fine , experience." With so many chasing condominiums as an
new board members." The 'mom and pop' hotels unable investment. "There. is a lot of
board met for a trustee meeting to compete iri an increasingly conversion to condos in the
in August and will meet again bus,iness-oriented, big-money Sea.coast area. Tourists buy these
in October.
·
lodging market, · th_e state's new condominiums, enjoy all
Recen#y elected alumni trustee M~ion Beckwith.
appeal as a vacation spot may the Conveniences they would
fade.
-"
find at home (or in a big hotel),
"That's pretty ·crttical," and· may even rent the property ·
Gutske said. "We have to think to other vacationers and make
about how that is going to occur. · a tidy profit."
We have to monitor .i t a little
According to Gutske, Portsbit more."
mouth, which has one of the
By Lenny Dodge ·
October 3, there is the tradition- UNH Marching Band and
"Family run places have been largest collections of int~ct
This years homecoming al bonfire in front of Devine . members of various student typical of New Hampshire," histo£ic buildings inNew Engtheme is "D_isney in Durham," Hall, which begins at 7:00 and organizations.Gurske said. ' 'Unfortunately, land, is still a significant tourist
UNH's way of salutlng · the will feature the UNH Football
The floats are usually from some of the skills involved in attraction. But he adds that ·
. Disney legend. ,
cheerleaders, pepping everyone the various futernities; running. these small hotels and . incr~ased development, in the.
Since last May,Jan Smith, · "UP for the UNH vs. Conneticut · sororities and dorm residences. motels have not been refined form of parking areas, cohdom- ·
Programming Advisor for S~u- game at Cowell Stadium.
"The Greek houses make a · over _the years to increase ef- . · iniums and businesses, could
dent Activities and Mark ShradSaturday, October 4 is the · strong effort to ·build floats and ficiency. Bigger operations can have a detrimental effect on the
er, Special Events !ntern have Ninth Annual Homecoming make homecoming a nice wee- afford to do that."
tourist industry in this area. · ·
been at work pr~paring for this Road Race, a 6.2 mile race · kend," sai'd_Smith. There is a . According to Gutske, tourists . ' "One o( the negative spinoffs
homecoming weekend. "We sponsored by the Department . also float contest.
in recent years have looked for is that a~ development occurs,
wanted to do something upbeat, of Recreational Sports and
At 12:30 there is the pre- a different quality in their the flavor or sense of t_he tourist
something we could pull the Seacoast Savings Bank. Those game show by the _DNH March- lodging. The 'home""away-from- experience changes," Gurske
campus together with," said interested should check in at the ing Band at the Field House . home' atmosphere of fafllily run said. "You have to make sur~
Smith · when discussing the Field House from 7:30-8:30 a.m. including a shqw given by the · hotels and.. motels has a dimin- you try to maintain the attracDisney theme. "This theip.e_ is The tace begins at 9:00 a.m. '
NH Notables, UNH's women's ·ished appeal. "Many tourists tiveness: why people come to
wide-openenoughforallpeople ·
Beginning at 11:30 .is the -chorus. Finally at 1:00 the game want a resort type of place," your region. If you don't mainto get into," added Smith.
Homecoming Parade, which between UNH and Conneticut Gutske saic:J. "People are used tain that, you in fah are going
· This -weekend has enough goes from Main Street to the b_e gins. General admission is to having all the modern amen- to diminish its attractiveness
C".'"'nts planned so anyone can Field House. The parade will
ities. They expect to have these and people won't come there."
get into it. Beginning Friday, feature from 25-30 floats, the HOMECOMING, page '9
in New Ha~p-~hire."

Homecoming salutes · Disney

. I
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...Holey
~.~··••i•~····
~····~-~·······
··~····
Holy, an: Adult'A~~rkan
Spellir~.g'Book,"

~.~~~
"Whol_ly

by J~ Fra,nk Summers ·spicily·exposes n~vi, sensation~!
,,
.
'
.
\
concepts of language, including, inter alia, ,the the,ory of_
linguistic sexuality, the rule of taboo and tp.e Freudian
effect. The most innovative American spelling book since
Webster's blue-backed. 200 pages, paperback, 8½ x 11
with in-depth marginal annotations. Two indexes: $12._95 .
postpaid. Money-back guarantee on books returned in
good condition withi_n 15 days. ~ducational Geodesi~s ,
Inc., P.O. Box 604, New Braunfels TX 78130.

··~··········~····~·~····················••J
HUGE SAVINGS
ON CALCULATORS
EL 5400 Special Price .
EL 5500 II Scientific .. .
CE 126P Thermal Printer ..

· ,iijlp►ilr;"@1fr4;4r··

. $35.00
. .. 70.00
....... 55.00
70.00

· EL 506P Scientific ... .
EL 512P Scientific . . . . .
EL 551 O Financial . . . . . . ... .
EL 5520 Scientific . . .
EL 515S Solar Scientific ..

fill

.. .. . 15.00
... 26.00
. 70.00
... ·70.00 ,
.... 19.00
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Tl 36 SLR Solar Scientific. . . . .. . . . $18.00
Tl 74 New. Basic Programmable .. . . 94.00
PC 324 Thermal Printer . .
. 69.00
Tl 55.IILScientHic . . . . .
. . . 33.00
'Tl 5310DesktopFinancial .
. . . .. 85.00
Tl BAIi Financial . . ·
......
. 30.00
~

HP· MC Scientific . . .. .. .... . .. . . . .. $41.00
HP·12CFinancial ..
.. · ... 72.00
HP-15C Scientific .... .
72 .00
HP·16C Programmer ............... 86.00
HP.HIC New. BusinessConsultaAt .. 135.CIO
HP-41 CV Advanced Programmable .. 126.00
HP.41CX Advanced Programmable . .. 179:oo
82104A Card Reader . . . . .
. ..... 139.00
82153A Optic Wand ... ·
. 91.00
82143A Thermal Printer....
. .. 275.00

~ ~

CASIO

c;:JCG>CJD ~

FX 115M Scientific. .
. . $16.00
FX 70000 Graphic Display . .
54.00
Cl □ OCl □ CJ
OOCJ □ CJO
FX 3600P Scientific . .
. 19.00
FX451 Solar Scientific ... ..... 21.00
FX 8100 Scientific with Clqck ... 30.00
FX 90 Credit Card Scientific . . . 19.00
fX ·995 Solar Sciel)tific ........ 27 .00
·Fx 4000P ScientHic ...
. ....... 31.00
CM 100Scien!Hic/Programmer ...... lq.00

.....
·····

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT Illinois, Alaska, l1awa11

,

Accessories discounted too. MasterCard or VISA by phone or mail. Mai l Cashier's ~heck,
Money Ord. Pers. Check(2 wks to cir). Sorry noC.0.D.'s. Add $4.00 1st item $1 ea add I shpg
.g hand I. Shpts to IL address add 7% tax. Prices subj to change. University/College P.O .' s
Welcom&. WRITE ( no calls) for free catalog. 30-day return policy for defective merchandi~
only: ALL ELEK-TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW, 1ST QUALITY AND COMPLETE .
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6557 N Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, IL60645

•

(312) 631-1aoo
(312) 677·7660
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UNH extend s it's· NASA study
· By P. J. Giampietro
"When NASA was fl~shed Max" is th~n examined, giving · ·
' .A sateHite studying the sun with money and success, mis- UNH scientists a better underand carrying a University of sions were scheduled for two . standing pf the Sun and its
New Hampshire instrument . to four years," said Chupp. "But relationship to the Earth.
had its mission extended due now it is clear it's better we
"We never have a quiet :sun.
' to setbacks within the National acquire data at a slower pace and It's always active in one .way or
Ae.r onautics and Spac~ Admin- . haye more time ,to digest it."
another," said Chupp.
, istration (NASj\).
Recefvirig data first, the GodFor example, :solar flares "·on ,.,. The Solar Maximum Mission da.r d ·space Flight Center in the. surface of the sun may be
(SMM) satellite, originally sche- Maryland forwards collected · responsible for stormy weather
duled for retrieval in 1988, will information tapes to UNH. .
npw carry out .its operations
The data received from "Solar NASA, page 9 ~
un.tq ~ pending date aroµnd . 1990-1991. .
.
. . .. th?delay is .due to a general
. s·edfack ?f
.space _p,ro_g rams srnce the space shuttle
Challenger disaster in January, ·
as well as other failures to
successfully launch spacecraft By MaryB~th Lapin .
en whose only roles were those
earlier this year.
.· Research co~ducted -by Uni- .of ,' parent' or of '.housewife'
Uni'versity of New Ham.p - yersity of N,ew Hampshire tended to have th€ highest .rate
shire Pr<;>fessor Edward Chupp social scientist. Gerald Hotaling of d.e pr~ssion. Working class
supervised the .bu'i,l9ing of the suggests that ''overinvolved . women were found . least likely
spectroqieter carried. by the women," who juggle careers, , to hold down outside jobs. These
Solar Max satellite. This instru- children, a~d spouses; are happ- . women wer~ also unlikely to
me·n t is used to study high- ier than those who fulfill f~wer have a suppott.ive network -of
energy gamma• rays and~neu- roles.
friends .
trons emitted by solar flares.
"They may be tired, but
Hotaling s·aid that working
It was built by UNH scienti~ts they' re not depressed," Hot:ali~g . class housewives didn't report
working with Genrian scientists said. His conclusions are con.:. having many friends. What they
· at the Max Planck Institute for .trary to popular belief, and also did report was a variety of minor
Physics and Astrophysics.
·to most current research-on · physical ailments. Hotaling:'s
"As long as the instruments stress, which says "tpe more you . ·research indicated that a womkeep working, we're okay," said do, the worse off you are."
an's non-family roles were mote
Chupp. "We have _lots and lots
The study was compiled at. the significant in predicting depresof data to study."
University's Family Res·earch · sion than were her roles within
Professor Chupp does hot like Laboratory, based on informa- the family .structure.
· to promote the statement that tion Hotaling gathered from
fo general, Hotaling fourid
UNH is benefitting from NA- 260 two-hour interviews with that 'U:nderinvolvemerif or leadSA's setbacks. However, thefact · New Hampshire women. The ing an insular li_fe created stres~. remains that careful long-range interviews, conducted fo 1975, re lated mental .and physiqil
solar activity, as well as cosmic · were set up by comqmnity health problems. "We' re social
gamma ray studies, are. made mental health centers and from animals,'.' he said. "We like as
; possible by the extended sche- random name-drawings.
. .. many roles as possible.·:
.... :,.:.•-:.:~
.
~.dule.
According to Hotalirig,iwom~t
.
\'! .

.Busy women smile
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Aca.cia F raterl1ity proudly presen ts
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Available at ·doWntown 'stores.

in ·Durham, at dining halls,
and·Acacia Frate.rnity ·
$4.00 each
All proceeds given to the
Shriners Burn Institute
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· By Chris Banlett
. lems, Kilgore said th_e re were t:he brothers__are l_iv.ing it1 scat- .,..
After· ove-r th·r ee years of construction hassles to contend tered locations throµghout Dur- : ,
architectural problems and a-lot ~ith. Con~truction on·the house ham ·and the surrounding area. ;
of waiting, the brothers of Phi ·sta_rted fhree 'moriths behind· · "Communication is a lot ·
Kappa Theta fraternity will - schedule because Durham Bank . tougher, so we all have to ~ork -r
haave· a house of their ·own py wanted to ascertain the contrac- hard," Kilgore said. ··· The ·
December l.
-·
-tor's credential,s, Kilgore said.
members have to make efforts·.
Phi Kappa Theta ·vice- According to Kilgore~ th~ fra- to carp~ol into campµs .and plan
· .
president Houg Kilgore sa.id the ternity received support from meetings."_
hard times of the past years have· - the architect, Bill Schoomaker.
Working together to build
se,rved to bring the brot_hers Schoom:aker, a local man com- their house has .alsd promoted
closer together. ,,
missioned in -1982, redrew his a sense of unity, acc·o rding to
- One of the bigg:est prnblems, plans for the house three times. _Kilgore. The brothers have b~en
according Kilgore to was fit.ling "H_e did a great deal of detail uprooting -trees that hinder
a bank. Although the Durham work," Kilgore~said. "He sup- _ construction, staining _woodbrari~h would proviq~ Phi Kap- · ported .us every step of the way." work, and d_o ihg a complete
pa Theta·with a loan of$370,000
Kilgare said Pht Kappa The- clean-up of the grounds.
the actual cost of the house was ta's national chapter was also Kilgore sai'd Phi Kapp~ Theta
_ $400,000. The brothers set up very supportive. This year the will move into it's new house ,
an "s- corporation" in which New Hampshire chapter was in December. The brothers plan
alum-ni and community awarded the Founders Cup, for to show it off.to faculty, the
. members could invest in the the best Phi Kappa Theta house · public and other Greeks· by
project. '.'We had to make our- in terms of pledge program, hosting several open houses.
selves become a good invest- rush~ community servic;e a_n d
"We set our goals high and
, merit,l' Kilgore said'!" ':Jnd-ivid- scholastic achievment.
we've never stopped try:ing to
uals who invest in the project ' According to Kilgore~ unity reach them," Kilgore said. "It
will earn a pro(it twenty years within the fraternity ha·s in- ,re~uired a ·lot of determination
q.own the road." · _
creased during the -wait for a for us tQ get over these hurdles."
,Apart froro. the money_prob- _house'. He said that at present
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SEPTEMBER 12

L:;tst Day for graduate students to register without $25 late ;:·
fee.
·
-.
Me.n's Cross Country-vs. SOUTI:IERN MAINE, BATES, -3:30 ,
p.m. .
.
.
.
,
·New Hampshire International Seminar-Women in Mozambique's Developm·e nr, Stepha1c1ie Urdang. Alumni Cep_ter,

4~m

·

·

C:eleprity S~ries ~- MOMIX. Johnson_Theater, 1Paul _l\rts, 8
p.JTI. i, ,,
,
_,,,
SATU~PAY, SEPTEMBER B

-

football-at Delaware ~- ·
' Women's Field Hockey_-at NE, vs. North Carolin~.
. Women's_Cross Country-vs.· HOLY _CROSS with BROWN, .
noon.
Women's Tennis-vs. VERMONT, 1 P·J?l·
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER
14
'
.

Men's Soccer~vs. BOSTON COLLEGE, 2 p~m.
Faculty C~ncert-Sedes~tite a'nd Music of Amy Beach: Peggy ·
Vagts, flute; Ruth Edwarqs, piano; Henry Wing~ tenor. Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 3 ·p.m.
· MONDAY~ ~EPT_EMBER 15

.La~t :qay for graduate students to withdraw and qualify for
3/ 4 tumon refund.
.
_ •
·
·
~.

1

1

/

I

,

Men's Tennis-at P~ovidence College

>/, { ·: .,

MUB ,Mini Cou~ses-RegistratioQ,.Room 126, MUB,' 9 a.m. · · · : _ . ·.. _
to .noo!} . and 1~4 p.m. - . .
Traditional Jazz Series-White Heat Swiqg ?rchestra:& ,rafford
Room, MUB 8 p.m. .
_ - -_ ,
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

Womeifs Fiela'I:Jockey-Jt Ver~orit ,-,
WomeQ's)'enni~:-a~. Holy _~r,oss :
r:.::o; .....~-J;~•V½/fn~, :> ·;;~?., ,-tb -;; ··:--"'"),t ·1r/i,.~t.. ; ·\~1 .~

. .

·.

'"i:~t~·t-.·;.E

, .-

MUB Mini Course Registratio·n -MUB, 9 a.m. to noon and
1-4 p.m.. . .
· _. . . ,. . . . . . __, · ,,. . , .- · . .,_ •/'; _
",

itThe New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi:-: ·
we~kly throµghout -the ~cad~mic year. Our offices are located in Room ~
· .151 of the Memoriaf Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H\ 03824. Business, ◄.
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am ~ 2 pm. 'Academic year subscription:
U0.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. AdvertisP.rs should
·che.ck thei-r_ads tb~'. first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be :
-r~sponsibJ~ ,(or typQgraph;calo,r other errors, but wifl reprint that part
of an ·advertisement in whic;h a typographical error appears, if notified
·immediately..POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
_ 151;: MUB., UNH, Durham, NH 03~24.10,000 copies printed per issue
. '. by Journal Tribune Biddeford.!- Maine.
\
~..
.
·

NEWITEMS _
(served day a~x{night grill)
Chicken Patty $1 _55-Steak-n-Cheese $2.75 .
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C-o~~p siudie~ earth,
~.,.
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NEW COURSE IN PHYSICAL EDlJCA TION:
Sponsored -by Dept~ o~ .Physicaf Education~ PHED
.454-Karate Training. 1 ci.:edit..coiirse (full semester).
Teaching·emphasis based on physical _educ~tiqn
and applied· body_mechanics. lntrodµctjon ·, to ,
Japanese language~ customs and culture as it applies
tcnarate traini,:ig. Tuesday and Thhrsday, Nevi
Hampshire Hall ~tage~ 2:10-3:30 p.m. lnforination: ,
'
-862-2070.

1

!.~

:"::!··' ,;\

·

I

.f

LOCKER RENTALS: L~i kers availabl; to rent
for the sem,ester in the MUB. For details, st~p in
Room 322, Office of Student .A:ctivities, MUB. · _ ·

sciences· at D~rttn()uth, :- will
By .M.:~rla G. Smith
Dartmouth College, joining ... :serve ·as ,co-directors of the
_with the . Unive-rsity of . New _ coo~rative institute-. . ,
_, I:NTRODUCTION TO':A:MNESTY. INTERNAHampshire,, is ._ esta:bl.ishing an, , -.·-The UNH -sdentists · will
internat-iona:l's
TI.ON.At: Descriptic>'n ofAmtiesty·
in~ti~ute devoted to Jhe t1se of ·,_ concentrate on.global studies,
work internationally 'a,;id the lJNH local -group's
· satellite-gathered data to study . while Dartmouth scientists, will
activity. Film: "The·Colors of Hope': about prisoners
, study exploration for. mineral
·
_ ,
. the ea-r th. , ._ .
of conscience.-Tuesday, September 16, Room 103;
--- ~- Students:at.both·,scheols, wilh ·deposits -and - pre-c i~us metals,
· · ·- -·_,-,
Hamiltqn Smitb,.7:'30· p.m:·
UNIVERSITY ADVISING CENT~R: An advisor
be e-x pqsed to tpe lat~st _in _. monitoring of changing land::·will ~ -available in "the MUB to answer questjons
•' regarding ac;ademic ·programs-and requireinents. · HEALTH
remote sens.iQg ,research and · usepattems 'and, ,in a new and
Mondays, noo~ to 1 p.m. and Tuesdays, 11 a.m.
·_ throug1' the institute. - timely program, mapping the
data
_
MEETlNG:
Al.COHOLICS:ANONYMOUS
OPEN
to 1 p.m., table, top floor, MUB. · _ - - · _. .
Thdre ·alsobtill be a iata lin~ . extehnt of acid ·rain damage to
Sponsored by, Heafr_h -:Education Center,J~e~ith
~ort ernNew ·England spruce-·· an possi Y ~n exc ange O
Services. Individu:als _concei:ned ~bout their drinking
ATHLETIC ,AND RECREATION
.. .
:· -.
per$onnel between the, two fir forests.
House,
Wolff
Wednesdays,
or drug use are·wekome.
.Dartmouth wilhely chiefly
.,
schools.
noon to 1 p.m.
UNH SHOTOKAN KARATE q.UB: Sponsored
,_ : The1Cooperative. Institute for on information collected via the
·
· ·.
by _Rec Sports'. Daily -training for beginriet to'.·.-.
the Remote Sensing 'of Biogeo-· . LANDSAT satellite .p rogram.
•advanced (no experie'nce needed). Team compe--' ~ MEETINGS -··
physical Proc~sses, sponsored~. It. will-continue-to build-on 14
tition and travel for those who wish it.Information:
by the National Oc~anic and years ·of. experiepce using reUNH JUGGLING CLUB MEEJ°ING: Meet every
·
·
,: 862-2031 Rec. 'Sports'. .
Atmospheric Administration- -motely sensed data ~n reg_ional
:Wednesday at ,7 p:m. in th~ MUB. Check at
.
_(NOAA), will .help the co-op studies all over the,world. · .,_
, .
Information Desk for mom. ·
CO-REC BASKETBALL-DOUBLE ELIMINA.:
·f l
· · 11 h
"W
h
l
Tl9'!']:: -~ponsoted by - ~ et. Sports. Leagues 'begin _
to eva uate t e resource poten- · -'· · e. are es pecra Y . ope u
The
·Sept. 22. 3 women :and,2 ·n;ie-n per team. (iames ,. st.t,\TE EXECUTIVE BOARI)·MEETING:
th
stu
at, remotely sensed data .will
dy human impact ·on
.played Monday-Thursday.' 6-8 p.m. Field House. _ UNH Young RepuQlicans hosted a State Exec(ltive '' -.:_ tial and
detect the earliest stages of acid
. Roste,rsdueSept.,15 at mandatory captain's meeting. -'~ -Board Meeting on September 10. The year's agenda · ·. the earth.
The NOAA is awarding ·the rain dama·g e, p~rticularly be.:
-· .- -•,.',.was dis,_9,lssed.UNH will also host the Constitutional
Otrrotl/Belknap_Room. MUB,-6 p.m.
,'.', cooperative institute $125;000 .- cause the r.e peated coverage of
,,- 1 ~-,,~-,--✓-·•coovention and annual Christmas party. ,
to initiate studies and purd;ias-. LANO.SAT ·satellites provide
' _,.:. . -. , ,
'
WOMEN'S BOWLING: Sponsored by Re(}. S:pp~ts~- ,._; _, , .
detailed cov.erage of ~he globe .
ing of equipment.
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN AUDITIONS
Leagues .begin Sept, 23., ~eagues forming ·O:n. T~~s:.
"There is a great need· for . every 16 days," said B~:rnie. _
'MEE'TING: Informationa-1 meeting regarding
· Wed-Thurs,, 6:3'0-8 p.m~-, 4 bowlers p,er re:~tji.
more research and expertis~ in _ . NOAA traditionally has used .
· RosterscjueSept.'lS-atmandatorycaptain'smeet:ing, - auditions for new members on Sund~y, ,Septmeber
monitoring from space the _ satellites to study the weathe-r
14 in Room M223, Paul Arts at 6 p.m. Auditions
·
·
· Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
17 ·
rescn1rces and environ- . and oceans. It now is ·s eeking ·
earth's
September
Wednesday,
on
begin
GENERAL
. ,., ·,
ments and how -they are chailg- ., ways to encourage new research- MANDATORY UNH CHESS· CLUB MEETING:
AUDITIONS FOR THE UNH DANCE THEATing," said Gove_rnor John. Su- • and .applications, of similar .data
Non clu'J:, members are welcome, come and join.
ER ,, COMPANY: Sponsored by Theat_er and
.nun'ti,. "New Hampshire is a t;Qstudy the,e.; trth's res;o urces
Thursday,September28,Room 19,Hamilt(:>n_Sinith,
,· Communication. Bat.let, jazz, -modern dance; open _ 7-9 p.m. Inform~tion: Keith, Room 364: 862-4143.
logical place for the institute · arid how human activities: affect
to all UNH students. Monday, September 15',
both Dartm.~uth and .the globe's land. ·In this way, the
since
INFORMATION
ET
-K
Newman Dance Studio, N~w Hampshire Hall, 4:30
TIC
UNH are nationally recognized institute can serve as ·an importo 6:30 p.m. Information:: Larry Robertson, 862tant stimulus to economic defor studies in this area."
·2291'.
l
·
THE DEBATE WI-T H SARAH WEDDINGTON
opment iQ the private sector.
ve
.
director
III,
Moore
Berrien
MUSO.
by
Spo·nsored
y:
SCHLAFL
PHYLLIS
&
-· TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOPS: SponThe institute will be-under
of the Co~plex Systems Resored -by Non-Traditiona.f Student Program. Are __These 2 prominent women-wiH prov.ide 'exciting
_-· s_~ arch Cen~er, part -of the uni- the co~trols of a board represa~d absorbing insights into a var~ety of cc:mtroversial
, you *·e.ady hel)ind in ·your··coursewor½?, Do· you
· ·versity's· new Institute for_the - enti-ng the _unive-rsity, Dansubjects including, ERA, nuclear weapons, Reagan
. __ find tnat you'don-'t ·have th~ ·time to do anything
Study of . Earth, Oceans ·and mouth .and NOAA; fiscal readministration,abortion;economics andcomparable
· as\veli'as·· you would like? This workshop will assist
Space, and Richard W. Birnie, . .sponsi-bili-ty will altern.a te
worth. Tuesday, September 30, Granite State Room,
you in recognizi-ng and managing your academic
·
associate profess-o p of earth between the two schools.
.·. a.s weir as your ,personal priorities. Tuesday, · MlJB, 8 p:m. Tickets go on sale for STUDENTS
-- ,- September:1'6", 12:30' t6 2 :p.'it'i. and Wednesday;· ·ONLY oh Tuesday, September 16 and tP. the public
•,.;,• ... :--,-S~pt~ipber -~~J~?,:30 ~Pi"!·k.~:P: -U9derwood,Hqµ_~~:. - ;·Qn: r.ri.4ay,,,$.~;ptemh~r: 19,,:atJdU:S, .J;i.~ke.tJ){fj~e. __- ,:; ,~;;,;',t\, ·. ·:,;;,:,;,:;,:,_f:::;_ -~- ,·".' iw Students $4, general $6. If Granite State Room
· Information: 862-3647.
sells out, simulcast into Strafford Room will be
FIELD HOUSE GYMNASIUM CLOSED: The Field , $2 for students and $4 gene~al.
be closed on Saturday, September
·House Gym
;·· :. ·.- ~
.
13.
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Roaches ·to invade

CLASSIC CON£~-_
t

~

Premi111 Quality

ICE.CREAM
avors
46 Fl_
•Weeks •Hagen Dazs•Ben & Jerry's •Tofutti •Sorbet
· -•Steve's•. With t~ppings
• An,;abell;'s • Emac &
for any taste_

· -ICE CREAM .PIES:
-Mint Chip • Oreo Cookie
•Mocha• ,

NOVELTIES:
• Gourmet Frozen Fruit Bar • Dove B.ars
• Frozfruit (All Natural Bars)
• Oreo Cookie Sandwich & Mo~e
Wide Variety of Toppings,
Brownies • Lo/#pops · • Fudge • Jelly Be/lie~ .• Filled
' . Wafers • Ice Cream Cakes .• Birthday Cakes and mo,:e.

-.POULTRY SHOP:
1
' Famous Brown & Serve Pies"
Chicken, Pork, Salmon, Beef&_Potato

GQURMET CAKES:
• Chocolate Peanut Butter
• Hazelnut • Grand Marnier
• Mint Choe. Chip •Strawberry
Ammereito • French Chocolate Chambord
• Truffels • Carrot Cake ·
• Annabelle's • Emac & Bolte's • Steve's. With toppings
Open Noon to 10 pm
(Located between Town & Campus & Red Carpet)

By Stephanie Scanlon
St~rting this semester, there
will be an invasion of cock- ·
roaches on campus. They are
not to be mistaken for the pes:iy
household roach, becaQse these
little1 creatures are hopping onto
~:
a new line of sportswear.
Roa~h Ware, ink in Marbl~head, Massachusetts is .responsible for the new line of sportswear that features the cockroach
as their logo. The spokesroach
for the .line is called Aloishus
(al-o-wish-us). The catchy na_Qie
and the logo it belongs to. wa;s
designed by Susan Wonderly, .
· the owner of Roach Ware, ink. ·
This line of spor'tswear is
be;i_ng sold. on colJege campu_ses
acfos$ the -' countty} It ·includes
polo shirts; T-shirts and boxers. ·
Aloishus will also adorn bookcovers, mugs, posters, linens
''
.
~nd decals. ·
The UNH salespers,o n lS
Lesley-Anne . Hume, a senior
business administration major.
Hume became involved in
' Roach Ware this summer while
-work)ng for a friend of Worider~ ·s. "Wonderly wanted to
know if I would sell her line at
UNH," said Hume. "Since I was
interested in-the development
of small business, I figured it
would be a great opportunity,"
·
she said.
Also involved in the cock. roach sales is freshman Kelly
1
Glass, also majoring in busJness.

UNH,student salespeople Lesley-AQne Hume -and Kelly Glass , C~KROACHES, page 22
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A<;:acia\ s a national fraternity with over.SO chapters across the co~ntry. It is one of the few Greek fraternities . ·
that uses an entire Greek word as its namesake.
.
,.
At UNH Acacia has/the 3rd largest meh~bership and ~e have been ahle to boast the highest'fraternal > ··
GPA in past semesters. On the ·campus seal~ we have been· aole· to ·s upport the best intramural sports
program·, the ,best rush program and most importantly best campus involveme'nt. In naticmal c;orppetition
. with other ;chapters we have earned the most improved Acacia chapter award and also the Best Young
.- . Chapter award. Our next goal is the highest /\Gacia awa·rd possible, the Malcomb award.

WHO.t\RE ACf\,CIANS?
-,, ·

]

'

,·

, ··~eestab,lish~d:at ·UNH in1982, Acad~ft~ternit~ is one·ofthe yourige~
s t houses on :catnpus. Since its rechar~eriryg,: _, , .· '.
we haV;,e-been able to boast a student body President, Studeflt SE?nators, MUB Governors, IFC Presidents, · .
Varsity athletes, 4.0.GPA's and many .other diversified students.

..·· .

·WHAT ·D OES ACACIA HAVE TO OfFER? ·
Our Ne~ Hampshire chapter offers incentives, a;,ards and acaderriic scholarships throughou't your college
career. There is always an equal opportunity to ,be a 1eader. You will learn to work with others, solve
· problems, organize, dev~lop a spirit of competition, and learh the responsibilities that come with experience.
Lifelong frien~ships, teamwork and self-confidence k-¢ ep our New Hampshire Ac~cia chapter at the t9p
. •
.
.· .
of the Greek System. ·
. - ·
.
-·
.
-. '

'
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Saturday 1-6 p.m.
Su:riday510 .p m ·
·_. Weekday hoUrs are ~ond~y~Thursday · ·.
.8 a.m.-10:30 p.m. and Friday 8 a.m.~4:30 p.m .. ·
Our services include:
Off Campus Housing Information .
. UNH Mefliation_ Project
.
.
Typewriters
·
· Jumpercables ·
Dictionaries ·
· Calculators
.
· Ridesharing Information
Ride Board _' Emergency Housing -..
Commuter Recreational Sports/lntramurals
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are located in the MUB, ·Room 136; PhOne: 862- 3612'
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HOMECOMING~~~~~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~ .~~~ fflJ fflJ ~~ .mi~ fflJ ffll ffll ffll ~ ~ :ffll_ifflQ.
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(continued from page 3)
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D o. y .o_. u.
ev~::,~'1:'rt./t:tt~:ed!~~=! .~ want to say
~
'-~-H. i!'' · to a
Rox1a:g~dp~~!~t~:?el':i!::;: . ~ friend?
·

·

ing Weekend revolves around ~
the Greek system with the .
·
Greek houses spon~oring events ~

~~dAccording
:7:r~r:}~;:'to;~:he~
t~~:~:_rs
Smith these

activities unify the campus,
espec;ially since Homecoming
occurs at a time when -"classes
· are taking hold.''•With the wide .
range of activities offered
throughout the weekend, current undergraduates and alumni,
Greeks and non-Greeks ,should ·
all find something of interest. ·

. ·

D
_. 0 y O u
needha· h
bed
. ·.
' OD w ic . to
sleep?

$7.00 per ticket, and reserved
seat, $5$.00 per ticket.
~

sponsored by the 1-Iotel Administrationclass .Thedinner. is ~ held in the MUB Granite State ~

.

-~

Th._,e. n. u.s_., ~ !_
The
B. .am . New
hire' , ~.
. p_s_ -..· S.'.•. · :.~a
classtfteds.
~
~

-

·

~

.

~

a
~

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~·~ ~ ·~-.~ ~-.~ ~ ~ ~-~.-~--~-~~ ~f

-NAS A-<continued from page 4)
on earth, disruption of air and
ship ·radio communication s, as
well as submarine detection
systems. Even electrical powet
lines and communicatio n circuits may be .affected by solar
activity.
The Solar Maximum Mission
satellite has the distinction of
being the first and only sateHite
to. be repaired while in the
earth's orbit. During April 1984,.
s_pace shuttle astronauts stopped
the 4600 pound satellite from
wpbbling by replacing a malfu'nctioning attitude module. .
Scientists hope to retrieve the
sa.tellite if at. all possible, preventing the inevitable burn-up
a.n d wasting · of the earth's
atmosphere. The "satellite' '.::
part, (the .structure carrying.the
scientific instruments and ·housing the' solar panels which keep
the satellite batteries charged),
can · be used again. For this
retrieval procedure, NASA's
space shuttle program is vital.
~. A shuttle was scheduled to
launch a Gamma Ray Observatory, another UNH-related project, in May 1988. Now this will
have to wait until July 1989.
During this mission the shuttle
will carry four experiments,
lncluding a Compton Telescope
inanaged by University of New
Hampshire Professor John Lockwood in association with Dutch
·and German scientists. This
telescope helps locate distant
galaxies by- looking at their
gamma ray emissions.
Closer to the UNH campu.s, ·
Professor Chupp, Dr S.. Forest,..
·a:nd Vesdrandt have giv~o. pa,pers to colleagues in France and ·'
·Germany this summer concernJng gamma ray experiments.
Others on campus have been
working on gamma ray instruments for high altitude exp~riments.
~ ~~

· ~GUE RIN~
(continued from page 7)
a:re dangerous to fish, and
through them,to humans as
well. ·
The discovery does not mean
that Guerin proposes the introduction of bacteria in order to
dean up spills. "That," said
Guerin, "would take care of the .
oil problem but would leave an
overabundanc e of . bacteria,
which is also not desirable.''
Although the discovery may·not
yield any practical results at this ·
point, it certainly gives cause
for further t;'esearch in this area.

Cure The ·Back-to-the-Bc»ok.s Blues With Specially
Priced Ster•o ·and VideO Components at Tweeter. ·
Summer's almosf6ver:\m d ifs t1~e to start thinking abo~L going back to school. Back to the books.
. Back to teacher's dirty looks.
.-· .
.
. .
,
, _ ~._
.
... But all is not lost. Because right no~ Tweeter' has 5~ecial prit~son Ne~·Engla~d·s· b~st'selection of b'est
qua,lity stereo ar_1d video components. ·l op 11an:1.~ brands like ADS, Alpine;·eang_&'Qlufsen, Denori,
1

·Ke11wood,·K1ipsch, Makamichi, NEC and Yam-aha: · ·

•·-•

{:.

··

·

- · · · · ·.·

· ·-:·

So before you hit the books agoin, soften the blow with -a new music or video system from Tweeter. ·
Specially priced right now - just in time for times like these. ·
Maxell UDXL-11 C-90 cassettes, case of 10H.'.......... :.... .-............ $1,9 .99cBoston Acoustics B,4\60 II .b ooksb~lf spea~ers ........ )... :..... pr-.$189 .
Bsng_" Olufsen 2000 automatic turntable ...................... :... .-.: .. $189
Alpine 7163 car stereo cassette receiver .................. .' ............ :.. $219
·oenon DRA-355 receiver, 38 watts per channel ................:.... $229
Yamaha CD300 compact disc player............................................ $2~9 ,.

NASHUA
s20·Amherst St.

880-7300
NEWINCTON
Fox Run MaU-

431~9700

Bae

.

VISA

SO. NASHUA . ··
Pheasant Lane Mall ·

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

•

'

' '

,,.

•❖:

::--·

.

··=:::t:t::::::::::::::f::=(l

1m1W1~r~
U""

:

..

.

,

MANCHESTER.
Mall of NH
627--4600

•

...···•·:•:-:-:•:;:::::::-::::,,•

. 888-7900

Iii
rt. . ~, . ., .[ii
, .

. I

ADS 200cc high perfonnance mini speakers ....................pr. $249-.
· Nakamichi BX-100B cassette deck with Dolby......................... $299
. NEC 915 VHS video recorder with "HQ", r ~mote ................... $349
NEC 2020 20-inch color monitor lV with remote .•.............. .::.$569
·Kenwood Spectrum 35 complete system with rack ...........•... $649

.

-~t .

. ~,·

a

At participating. Tweeter stores.
. t'-:!ot responsible for'typographical errors.

./
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-_ START·-v ouR EXECUTIVE
TRAININ G NOW
Why wait unln you-:grad~ate· from coUege to st~rt a management traini~g 'program?: If · .
· you have at le~~t _two yeafs remaining in school, consider Air For-ce ROTC. You'I~ develop . ·
· -your managerial and leadership abilities while in AFROTC.
· .·
·
·
We'll prepare you ·for a challenging fu,ure as an Air Force officer, and give you $100 tax
free each academic month to help you with c9llege expenses.
When you graduate, you'll have a responsible position with outs·tar:,d_ing ·o pp9~unitie-s
n all depends upon you. There's excellent pay and benefits, too. · . . · · . - ·
- Talk to your local Air Force ROTC representative today. Why wait? We can open the ·
door NOW to ·star:t a fast-pac~d career. ·
·

CAPTAIN_COPELAND
DEPA-RTMENT .
AEROSPACE STUDIES

All __.

~........
---e_s2_-1_.4a_o..._......_lllll!IIIIII_ _ _ _ _

.

. -:

.

- · ROIC

-_

· LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE
= ....... ·· ' .,.....--..·;;.,_ ---

. .

...-,

·:: .... ~:.

. .-

. ·;_, -

......:

1986-87
UNH PARKING POUCY _,

I

.:...._

. ..

....~·-

.....-~-- ~- -'.• ; __ . ·..

. .
,

,,,

·. . m~~m~N IMlfRm~ M
IH~~~ >

C

/\\

PERMIT

U.NH 87

,,,

-3~ NO PARKING 1·:0o··alTl-4:00: am in a-II other .lots
-

4. VISITOR PARKING .ONLY in the fol lowing lots/areas:
.C
_ , M., 0, ~, At meters or· designated visitor spaces.
r

s.·vIsITOR PARKIN~ BE1Y'f,EEN . 1:00 ,am - 4:_QO am QN~Yi~ t_
h~ .following lots:
0:1, D2, 'E; E1, Field House West, .NEC Up'p er Lots, Q, U, and .
desi.gnoted section of A.
·
.- 6. RESERVED PARKING BY VALID PE-RMIT ONLY, le. Hall Director,
Service, Handica·p, Etc. ·
··
·
'

.

.

2~ 24 Hou·R PARKING IS PERMITTED ONLY in the following lots:
D1, D2, E, .E1, Field House West, NEC Upper Lots, Q, u, and :· .
Designated, Secti_o n of A.
·
.

, .

;.. :: ..; .,. .,.. ~-- ~-_ ..':;::.,;:_-~ .

'

1. VEHICLES PARKED ON UNIVERSITY PROPERTY MUST.DISPLAY A'VALID
·_ PARKING PERMIT

-

> _

'

For Information or Assistance
· Traffic Services _- - :O-'Connell·· . House
862-1427
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COM.,MUTERS!! .
· l7 ; 1 t e , ~
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IHAMB(IRGER
.. :
:; · . . that'll bring you ·to your knees,

~

_· :

~ (1/f; ~

; ~~ ' '

/7; 1/fl/YI/Slf.<V'l/

nvu,f;e;"l/

.

I
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I
I
,:· I
I ,
, 1.I .

· 0,#1/
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%e;rvf;e;1/ . SJil0/1/ilbrvff

$~17.

fJf lj~JM/lVlR/fU//~,.

I
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I

dentJ O J [ / ~ ·
C: ~a,Yvff bn/ff 'f 0/Ur 1/ :
~;_CO,,r/R/ in,1 and
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. I

get 1 FREE!

1

Order one hamburger plate and get the second one free 1·
I
When you bring in this ad.
·
. I·
I -Open daily from 11:30 am, Sundays from N:00 am I
· ICENTRAL AVENUE ·• DOVERI

L- - -

Offer vali~ with thi s co upon. Expire~ ~v. 15, 1986
•

.

.I

·

-

HOURS: 11-1:30 pm ·
11 -12 ~ ~
. .
12 -1:30 .~ uv

'·<f!ait 86'2 -3612

· THE COMMUTER/TRANSFER
CENTER IS LOCATE.D IN . ROOM 136
MUB.

.. RESEARCH .PAPERS
·

16,278 to ~hoose from-all subjects ·
. Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

· Toll Free Hot Line 800-351-0222
in Calif. (213) 477-8226 •
Or, rush $2.00 to Research Assistance 11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels
·

i & ma, 1/ ◊'

~o/~

iilil ii

-

tk

. $ ~ , ffh~
. 0// t;/uv ~d¼@brut
~yt;f;e/v a,n,d g> W,- '

· g. at a price that'~l bring you to your feet .·

Buy 1
I
:, I

~ ~ U,5/ sitv-

·

Areyou a peop(e person? .
Are you a good listener?
Are you a caring person?

· · COOL-AID is the campus crisis prevention hotline,
a service operated entirely by students. We're
lookingJor volunteers for students like you!

'

Join us for an informational meeting
7:00 pm, Tuesday,,Sept. 16th in the
Hillsboro Sullivan Rm. of the ,MUB

,

I

1£~1/J
>

·· ,. · We listen, we care ·
. .,

I

:

-

. '

.
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. A.LL FREE! Call TASk at 862-3698 for
more information.
::i are Pres·
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aQUESTION #3.
land 's
WHAT EXACTLY IS
picks of
AT&T'S"REACH'ou,~AMERICA"? t h e
r•.w.w.•.·.·.-.w.·.-.·.·······.-.w.w······················::: .................. ,. ....,.,.:.:•··=·=·=·\:
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HELP IS HERE FOR SEPTEMBER~ .. :

Writer's Workshop-Throughout the_month this workshop will be offered at the TASk Center
/
.
Mon. at 3:00, Wed. at 2:00 and Fri. at 10:00
.
·

.

.

Ti"le Management-Tue. 9/f6 Underw~od House at 12:30, Wed .. 9/17 Underwood House
at 9:30 AM, Tue. 9/23 Senate Rm. MUS.at 12:30
·

.

WEDEUVER

:::

OVEN FRES -

0

0

~

·•

.

;~o"gho"t Septembe,

Reading Workshop-Unde~stanct'what you re;d-Thu . 9/18 se·nate Rm. MUB at 12:30;
,f
~
Rea~ more efficiently-Mon. 9/22 and -Mon. 9/29 Senate Rm. MUB
·
~ ~
_at 7.00 PM

\

\

.

.

.

~

-

'

Noteta~mg-lm_provf your notetaking skills-Mon. 9/22 Underwood House at 3:00 and
Fn. 9/30 Se_nate Rm. MUB,_at12:30_
-

· u~1Hf•O~

·- 111
!!!

$W~~~Wk«f•A •"

~earning to Learn-Don't just memorize it, learn it-Tue. 9/16 Senate Rm. MUB at 12:30

Mind Mapping-Effective,
easy .·and fun study strategy-Mon · 9/29
·
at 7:00 Pl\/\

·und erwood House
-

-- 1111

Tel: ~-2224

•,•,

"f ' _

:

:=:=

· \

r ~.•. I

•\

!!!
~

withthisCoupon

~

a) A long distance ·calling plan that lets you make an
hour's worth of.calls to any other state-in America· for
iust$10.15 a n,onth.
t
.
~,, ·.
:'
.
,·
. • .
- ,,
,,,·
'

r

b) A 90-minute s~cial starring ''Up/With People!'.
c) · A great deal, because the second J,our costs even
less.
·
·

d) H you'd _read the chqpter on Manifest Destiny, you'd
know.

.i

e) ·100 good to pass up, because it lets you save 15% off .
· .AT&T's already di~nted e_venirtg-rates. ··
If you can guess the answers to this quiz~ you could save .on your
long distance phone bill, with AT&r's:Reach Out Americal long
distance calling plan._lf;g>u live off cam£:;' ~t lets yo_u-ma" ea
full hour's worth ofccil s-to any others
m America·
including Alaska, Hawaii, Pqerto~·
.· nd the US.
Virginlslands-fo r ju~§_a..mon
·
. All you have to do ~wee ends, .
·
11pm Frida¥ until 5pm Sunda¥, and_
·
every night from 11pm to 8am. Save
~off our already discounted evening
rates by calling betweeri 5pm and 11pm
Sunday through Frida¥. The money you
could save will b~ easy to get used to.
.
· • To find more about~ Out America;
or to order the service, ca toll free
--toda¥ at 1 800 CALL ATT,
that isl 800 225-5288.

•

-AlaT

The right choice.
,©1986AT&T

•

w8ek? ✓ -

•

-_,_

•

•

Who is
.the capta in of
t ,·.h· e
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socce rteam?
For all'
this Orid
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read the·
sport s
sectio n
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E~citihg job opportunity · ·
· .for UNH student .
•

•

•

'

1

••

..,

· '• • • :

:-

)

. MusO w ANTS YOU>

·.

I

THE COMMUTER .
TRANSFER ·• .·
CENTER .· .
.

.

. UNH'S MOST ACTIVE STUDENT
·. ORGANIZATION ·WANTS YOU to
JOIN. ·._ ·

·. is lookin,g for a
Transfer Orientation
Coordinator.
'

PAGE THIRTEEN

'

.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:·
,
-*PHOTOSCJIOOL DIRECTOR
. *PRODUCTION SECURITY MANAGER
,
. ~.
· *ARTS & LECTURES COORDINA· ToR .*AND.MORE

,

,

·,

. Plan programs .that will aid
new trans/er students in their
transition to -UNH.
For job d~scription and application, ·
· · drf?P by the Commuter Transfer Center~ ·
Room 136, MUB or call 862-3612

Come by our new members me(!ting .. ·
Monday Sept. 15th at 6:00 p.m. in the MUB
. ·. orstop by our officejor a_n application

-. ·
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UN1VERSITY
ADVISING
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CENTER

Decision and Policy Making
- -· Bo'ard,/qr the MUB .

'-.J

. .

·. Room 111 ,

. ·. Murkland Hall

Looking for both On and-Off
Carnpu,~ representatives · ·

: .862-2064

.
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,\_-

.

·....PEER .
ADVISING·
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Editorial,
Sexual assault is a campus problem
During the very short time since the
beginning of.school, two University of New
Ha,mpshire women have been the victims
of sexual assault. Th~se .separate events
occurred not ai: night in a dark, lonely area,
but in broad daylight around the bustling
ravine behind the Memorial Union Build- ,
ing.
The fact that both of these assaults
happened in broad daylight Is quite disturbing in many ways. If the assailants could
muster enough courage to attack in broad
daylight, one must wonder about the night,
when footpaths aren't as busy or as well
lit. The situation is a serious one.
When one thinks about sexual assaults

Forul!l
Response
To the Editor:
I am writing to complain about
Laurie Beck'. s article, "Privileges
without Responsibility," in the
,, September 5th issue of your publication. On page 15, she. writes,
"It is common belief across campus
that this group is a bunch of fags ... "'I assert that this is poor editorship
to allow the use of a pejm:ative and
discrimminatory term such as "fag"
in the college newspaper. hs use
is certainly not in keeping with the
value of equality upon which higher
education rests. ,
It would be appropriate and
responsible of you- to print an
apology in the near future, concerning the use of the word "fag" in the
aforementioned issue. It is the least
you can do for the more than ten
percent of your readership;. and
possibly staff, composed of gay men,
lesbian women, and bisexuals of
bot~ genders. Most of them may
be inv~sible on this campus, but they
are still there. They deserve fair,
unbiased editorship from you and
a publication policy which ·does not
tolerate terms of bigotry.
· I am looking forward to your
correcting this injustice. .
Yours Truly,

occurring they rarely think of them occuring
in a relatively relaxed atmosphere similar
to the University's. Too often sexual assault
is thought of as a 'city' problem. This is
a dangerous trap to fall into. Assault can
happen anywhere, as evidenced by last
week's events. The problem cannot be
ignored, and should be addressed by the
University community.

that one of the assailants ran away waving
his arms in· triumph is sickening. It seems
the man thought his actions were cu_te, or
even comical. It has been said that. the acts
could be indicative of a way of thinking
in certain corners of the University.

Perhaps the worst thing about these .
incidents is that they happened at all.
Assistant Dean of Students Emily Moore
called the acts "immature and violent and
totally ingratiating."
She couldn't be more correct. The fact

U ~tif the assailants are caught, extreme
caut10n sh~ml1 be used. ~he Public Safety
escprt servtCe 1s available from 6 p.m. umil
2 a.m. Don't walk alone. Stay on well lit
paths at night and don't take any short cuts.
Play it safe.

the facts behind any article a~e
investigated and printed correctly
and that quotes really are quotes,
not the reporters interpretation.
The charter was taken away by
ATO National although Gamma
Theta Corp. does own the house.
A TO was active in the Greek
System from 1917' to 1980. The
National representative was Jim
Spooner
Todd Danos, not Scott Danos is
the brother's name.
The National program is called
Project LeaderShape.
Risk Avoidance Resolution was
not designed to increase the awareness of alcohol abuse, but rather
to guide chapters in a mea11ingful
way to help them reduce the risk
of lawsuits surrounding Fraternitites natiqn-wide.
Scott Power
President
Alpha Tau Omega

Abortion

To the editor:
Are the so called "Pro-life"
~dvocates actually advocates of life?
No. In fact, the "Pro-life" position
is profoundly anti-life·.
A distinction must be made as
to what life m~ans. The "Pro-·
life"(?) lobby chooses to call the
beginning of -life conception, and
any termination of the newly joined
Paul. Cody, M.S.
egg and sperm murder. The Pro~
Pre-doctoral Intern
choice lobby enjoins that _as Biology
has never adequately defined its
subject matter, never defined life,
To the Editor:
the issue is not life but the right
In Tuesday's, September 9th - a woman has of whe.ther to start
edition of The New Hampshire, a life or not.
an article wa:s published about the
The "Pro-life"(?) lobby argues
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity. Al- on moral grounds, using the Judeo~
though Leonard Dodge wrnte this Christian .tradition, or .some bas· article, in good faith, to be a positive tardization of it, to support their
w~rk about ATO! there were many position. The implicit assump6on
mistakes. The tttle of the article · is that their morality is universal,
is very -misleading, :,ince A TO has and abortion, since it "kills" the
not . reclaimed their charter. In joined egg and sperm, is murder.
~ddition, many of the facts concet;n- This morality is arbitrary for two
rng the history of A TO, and the reasons. First, according to Biology,
revocation of their charter in 1980 li-fe has never been 'defined. The
are false. I was disappointed to see beginning of life is an arbitrarily
that the quotes jn the article were defined point. ·Any choice of wheFe
not true quotesi but merely hashing that point lies is arbitrary and open
and paraphr-astng of actual, some- to ideol_ogical uses. Seco_nd, throughtimes unrelat~d, quotes. Tne Alpha out l:ustory, abortion and other.
Tau Omega Fraternity thitnks The '. actions that.we now call crimes were.
New Hampshirefor giving us this performed regularly. The morality
sort of attention so close to rush
of ancient civilizations was no less
In the future, though I hope tha~ valid to them than ours are today.

A.Tio

Given that the · "Pro-life"(?)
people believe they support life,
do they in fact do so? The "Prolife" (?) position, in general terms
is that life in-and-of-itself is good;
life _qua l~fe is gQod. Ba~ic~lly 1 any·
_proJect :a1med at the creation of a
"life is seen as good. A berief that
often accompanies this notion is
that what is natmal is also good.
Women are the only Ones in our
society that can become pregnant,
. women are this way naturally,
therefore pregnancy is natural, life
promoting and therefore good. This
is of course a fallacy. Pregna.n cy
carries extreme health hazards if
the woman is too young or too old.
These hai"ards are both physical
and psychological. In many cases
prevention of pregnancy by contraception and abortion are profoundly pro-life.
_
This raises the question of whose .
life is valued. In a recent Boston
Globe article it was noted that the
infant mortality rate is increasing,
and higher than the national average. This is due to the lack of
adequate pre-natal (are, the article
said. r~~-.na~al care costs money
, and 1s mtmKal to the goals· of the
"P~o-~ife"(?) wing in government.
This 1s pr9foundly anti-life for a
gtoup fhat calls itself "Pro-life."
Lack of care hurts the life of the
mother and the unborn.
Regarding the prohibition of
abortion (for arbitrary and ideological reasons), the life of the fetus
is accorded higher value than that
of the mother. There is no a-priori
reason to favor the fetus over that
of the mother. Again, arbitrariness
rules.
If a woman does get pregnant and
can get welfare and wants to work
she may riot be able to find care for
, her child '. Day-care centers are
closing down _all over. If she finds
a day-care center she is bombarded
with guilt trips about how her child
is suffering from the lack of a full
time nurturer. The guilt is aimed
at the morther to convince her to
stay at home all day. A woman
imprisoned in her home all day
cannot work. The emotional satisfaction of earning a living is denied
her. The "Pro-life"(?) position that
to work in the home is to perform,-,
the most precious of all work is such
a patent apology for repressive .
social, economic, and political
conditions as to be rejected with
out so much as comment.
'

If this is indicative of an attitude of even
a fe~ people at UNH, then there is~ very
serious problem on campus. -

Thus it can be seen that the
definition of life cho~_e n by the "Prolife" (?) people is arbitrary, the
moral backing is arbitrary and non
universal, the focus on ·life-qua-life
inst€ad.,.o f life,,with quality is antilife, and the policy recommendations are profoundly anti-life.
Pa:ul Woodburne

Blood
Drive
To the Editor:·
Three cheers for you of UNH as
your' Durham Red Cross Blood
Service welcomes you with a "Homecoming" blood drive!
·_ ·
All September, Monday 22nd
through Friday September 26th,
from 10 am to 3 pm each day at your
MUB, we will greet you old faithful~
and welcome the class of 1990!
Life has now returned to our
small town and we couldn't be
ha_ppier to be s~eing you soon!

Just beforeyou ar~ive'a on the
campus scene, your Vermont-New ·
Hampshire Red Cross Blood Services processed its 2 millionth pint
since its beginning in 195.0, and you
and your predecessors certa.i nly
helped that total figure accumulate.
Durham Red -Cross held its first
drive in 1951 and latest statistics
reveal ~hat, since then, Durham and
UNH have donated 86,803 pints
which is quite a record! Thus -our
theme was chosen as a salute to you!!
While this grand. total of 2
million was very exciting, Red Cross
must go forward and always be
prep"'-red to meet patient's needs
which continue and even increase.
.We know that UNH
support
our "kick off" and come· out for our
Team of Life! We will be cheering
you all the way as you win against
the opponent of life! Remember
everyone loves a winner!!

will

. Gratefully,
Your Durham Red Cross Blood
Drive Chafrperson
Jerry Stearns
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University Forum
Sending prayers by airmail
because they belong to a par"The torture was so serious
ticular ethnic group. Thousands
and long lasting that I thought
are imprisoned without charge
I would die. I began 'to feel
completely drained; my body o'r _trial. Many are tortured or
was covered in a cold sweat; I' executed. But some are released.
Amnesty International is an
could not move my eyelids; I was
swallowing my tongue and could independent human rights .
only bre.athe with difficulty; I movement which works on the
could no longer speak ... They behalf of men, women and
struck me on the testicles with children everywhere who have
•· the end of a stick; they burnt been imprisoned, tortured, or
m·y shoulders with cigarette otherwise unjustly treated bestubs; they put the barrel of a ~ cause of their beliefs, colot, sex,
revolver into my mo~th saying ethnic origin, langu·age or rethey_would kill me." -Marcos ligious creed, provided they have
neither used nor advocated
Arruda, Brazil.
violence. Amnesty also opposes
the use of torture for all prison,. ·
Nearly half of the world's ers and considers the Death
countries contain "prisoners of Penalty "cruel and unusual
conscience," individuals incar- punishment."
Amnesty's· research teams
cerated solely for the nonviolent expression of their _investigate allegations of unjust
political or religious beliefs or 'i mprisonment and torture and

publicize their findings, putting
pressure on the governments
responsible. Individual prisoners are "adopted" and efforts
are undertaken to secure their
release or improv~ their con·
dition.
Amnesty's chief method for
helping individual prisoners is
through letter writing. Simple,
polite, and to-the-point lettersappealing for the release and
humane treatment of prisonersare sent by members to government officials, prison wardens,
military officers and any other
high-ranking person who might
have the power to intervene on
their behalf.
To cynics, the idea of writing
letters to free political prisoners
may seem ludicrous, if not
useless. But imagine yourself
a prison warden entering your

off ice one morning to find
hundreds of letters piled in a
heap on your desk-all of them
appealing for the release of a
single prisoner.'
"When the first two hundred
letters came the guards gave me
back my clothes. Then the next
two hundred letters came and
the prison director came to see
me. When the next pile of
letters arrived, the director got
in touch with his superior. The
letters kept coming and coming:
three thousand of them. The
president was informed. The
letters still kept arriving and
the president called the prison
and told them to let me go." trade union leader,Julio de Pena
Valdez, former prisoner of
conscience in the Dominican
_
/
Republic.
Through the efforts of Am-

By Carlson Barracada

H~T
I DON'T CARE W
·RQUEE SAYS POP; THE
H'T NO SUCH THING.f>U
. NEilY ATlC .

By Michael Cote
nesty's half-million members
government officials all over
the world now realize·that there
are people who will not let their
abuses go unwarranted.
Although the relationship
between letters of appeal and ·
the release or bet_ter treatment
of .prisoners can never b~ accurately measured, Amnesty's
success rate proves that they are,
indeed, often very effective.
"All the dictators have fantasies that they can suffocate
and divide people in their own
country. U oder these circumstances we, know that what they
are afraid of most is world
opinion and criticism of their
tyranny." -former prisoner Lee
Shin-born, who was held in the
Republic of Korea. .
· Through our global communication network, we now have
an ever expanding amount of '.
information on the affairs of
other countries. With satellites
transmi~ting news almost instantaneously; the borders between countries ·are becoming
less defined, making it exceed.ingly difficult for governments
to hide their abuses. As our
knowledge of human rights
abuses increases so does our
responsibility.
Amnesty International works
,_ continuously to expose, the
abuses of governments all over
the world. As individuals and
as a group, we can help by
writing one or inore letters per
month on behalf of prisoners
of conscience.
These letters of ~ppeal are ,
prayers transmitted through
common channels. Their aim
is to secure humane treatment
for all the world's people. And
like all prayers, they are being
heard.
The Durham chapter of Am~
nesty will hold a special introductory meeting Tuesday, September 16 at 7:30 p.m. in Room
103 of Hamilton Smith Hall.
A special presentation, outlining the goals and methods of
Amnesty, will be featured. More
information on Amnesty cal also
be obtained by writing: AIUSA;
322 Eighth Avenue; New York,
·
NY 10001.
'Michael Cote graduated from UNH
in 1985 with a dual major in :
Communication} and English.
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Arts
Pr:ess to Play one of McCartney's
best since break-up of the Beatles
-

-

. Ta~k"· ~bich .· includes ·a .unique · ·
spoken :word section is ·an un.usqal song for Paul. Townshend
·.c1~11(~pi.ns . C:,.'.I am rhe"ho'use·~· ·
owne~ ) both _have speaking
parts m the chatterful song and
if the fatter didn't have a major
hand in-this subdued Prince-like
- funk, then my first born child
will be up for sale .(stay tuned ·
for this). .
·
What would a McCartney,
album be without a sappy .bal- ·
lad? "Only Love Remains" fills
this description with strings and ,
all, but the bridge seems much
too easy and cheapens the song./
Paul is forgiven for .this error
though for .w_riting great .sappy
love songs such as "H~re, There,
and Everywhere,'' and "Yesterday."
· .
"Footprints,'' which features
~ome interesting Spanish guitar
1s Robert Frost as a pop 'lyricist
collaboratini~ith Peter Gabriel.
.

By Arthur Lizie
·-·P,ress To Play-Paul M;Cartney
Capitol Records .

. Day's Night.")
Paul co-pr~_duced the album
Side two opens with the
with the eve·r popular Hugh records first single ''Press." It
Until recendy, Pressed For Padghain (The Po.lice, XTC, is a catchy, memorable, if not
Time would have been a more Genesis/Collins), giving the typical,. first single from Paul.
·~ppropriate title for a new Paul record a rather over abundant _It is the type of song which he
·. McCartney album. In his last drum/bass track, as one wo~ld probably dreams up every morntwo alledged efforts, the cine- expect. Macca evidently had fun ing while brushing his teeth.
- matic failure Give My Regards producing ·t he. record, as the So many oth~r artists would kill
To Broad Street and Pipes of inside of the gatefold sleeve · for something so simple yet
"Peace, McCartney displayed his · includes amusing, colorful, and . appeal_ing as this. The only
downfalls with unseeming ease. informati;ve dtawi.ngs doodled difficult . part to swallow is
In a recent interview, ·McCartney claimed to. be the
Despite the f~ct that he had even by Paul to pinpoint the position wh€ther Oklahoma refers to the
aligned himself with the unrul-· during mixing, of sound in the state or the play.
instigator of Yoko Ono and John Le'lnon•s
ingly popular Michael Jackson . stereo picture. .
band-breaking·relationship.
"PJ;"etty Little Head" is easily
(who's he?), he had not been
.As was the case with his last
· as unpopular since the disas- couple of attempts at music, the most bizarre track that Paul
terous Wild Life LP of the early Paul has assembled an all star has churned-out in years. The .
seventies, to whkh even Paul · cast of people to fill the grooves lyrics are reminiscent of the
says that he can no longer listen. ;with him: Induded in this "Magi~al Myst€ry Tour" era and
. · The media had not graced the' startling array of musicians are the music is just as darkly
graying moptop with so much CoJlins, book pub-lisher- imaginative. The nonsensical
as a kind word for a number of guitarist-resident music god song erodes. into the mishmish
. y~ars. They said that the man Pete Townshend, percussionist of sounds. An old dog can learn
who was one half of pop music's extraordinaire Ray Cooper, new tricks of or at least relearn
·
·
greatest songwriting duo was Carlos Alo mar, and the co- old ones.
all but washed up. He had lost writer of six of the album's ten
it, his creative spark had · songs, former lOCC member \ J:·~ ove Over Bu~ter" .could
crumb!ed-as quickly as his o_Id Eric Stewart. In contrast with ,pasily fit in as one of the bouncy
ba~d had changed a gener~tion. the e.nergetic ~nd bright music r't et It Be'' outtakes, some of
With Press To P'4y, people are contained within, the record's which he has recently been ·
singing a different tune now cover is a striking black and having hassles about lately.
that they have realized that even wqite photograph of Paul· and
semi-god Paul McCartney has- Linda.
·
General . Public would feel
than 250 speakers have apoff days.
.
.
·
'fhe album opens with the right at home with "Angry" By AD_li Walsh
Five professional actors from ~ peared on campus including Red
On Press To ·Play, his first most enjoyable tr,~ck, "_S tran~ which features the guitar of
Auerbach, president of the
record on Capitol since return\ glehold.''. A strong melody and fellow geriatric Townshend. .The London Stage In Residence
· Boston Celtics, and Simon Wiesing from Columbia, Paul has for a tasty sax highlight this rocker The fast paced, bass led track, will be at UNH ·next week.
During their week-long stay - enthal, famous Nazi hunter,
the most part done away with · that really swings in places. God a might bit of a venture into
on campus the British actors will according to UNH professor .in
the safe over sappy pap that . · willing, this would sound great pu~k, is just 'pure fun.
the theatre department David
perform at the Johnson Theatmarks his post-Beatles work. from the stage.
.
Magidson, a past chairman of ·
er and ·hold ·lectures in selected
The rhymes, rhythms, and generOn "Good Times C.Oming/Fethe Sidore.Lecture Series.
·
al fee
. lofthesong
' shaveavitality ,-elTheSun,"thetransitionfrom _ ''However Absurd" .which courses·and in the dorms.
c. loses the album is a rather
· h f" ,
The London Stage In Resinot realized often enough verse to chorus
.10 t e 1rst part
·
h h
forgettable· ballad ·which has t_h e dence actors have been recruited
Last year the Sido~e lecture
throughout his· 16 ·ye~r solo · o f t h e Sf.:>ng 1s so smoot t at
series
sponsored lectures on die
car~r. Admittedly, some ·of the oRe almost feels guilty of en- · drums inbced much too high.
as .p art of the Saul 0. Sidore
subj_ect of spiritual v~lues and Lecture
Series.
,
.
.
.
.rhy't hms may have .been. nicked
joying it. The playful unstopped
-In 1965, ·the:family of Saul 0. s~iety, bringing to the campus
from everybody's favorite bald- connection of these two .tunes · fress To Play shows that
McCartney
has
more
than
a
little·
Sidore
of Manchester, N.H. five speakers, including Scott
ing uncle, Phil Collins, but evokes slight memories of the
Peck~ author of ..The Road Less
everyone wants a piece :of Phil
masterful second side of Abbey life left in. ,.him even ~if he donated funds to sponsor a Traveled".
;
·
taught
the
ba,nd
to
.
play
over
lecture
series
open
to
both
UNH
these days in one way or anothRoad:
·
er. (One can't .help but reite~ate .
Next the listener is treated . tw~nty years ago today. lo fact,- students and the _local commun- •• The Sidore Lecture Series is
the fact that Phil got his start _ to •s omething which M(Cartney. he 11 probably be teaching the .ity, ac<:ording to John E.Carroll, . Known for bringing critical
in show ·business· way back ·in has not done in quite a while; band to play twenty years from chairman of the lecture series. ·
.
·
Ar_id_ dllring t~e past 21 years ACTORS, page 18 ·
1964 as· an extra in "A Hard · experimentation. "Talk More today"'

Sidore.lecture
·series to
kick off
next week
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Velvet Underg round 20 years later

Velvet Underground during a really dark phase.

By Ric Dube
Okay. So right now anybody
who's ever had anything to do
w.ith The Velvet Underground
~s thinking, "Why ~re they
reviewing this? It;s almost
twenty years old." Wel! ihere's
' -~couple of reasons/ F'irst off,
't his was the most diSn,ified way
'1 could think of to g'et 1back at
the hierarcµy around here for
p_ririting that sickenin8 .p hoto
· of.my mug on the front page of
last Friday's issue (see upper
right.) Secondly, Whi1,e
Light/ White Heat is an ~ncredL-

Velvet Underground, circa 1968 (left to right) Sterling
Morrison, Maureen Tucker, Lou Reed, and John ·Cale.

ibfe record, something I really was never a cover up. It com- a lonely guy who, separated
needed to write about consid- plemented the whole record's from his girlfriend, decides to
ering the ranocity 7 of that array of melodic, intriguing, and mail himself to her. Hmmmm.
hideous record that Art was sometimes, downright scary For the purest, most honest, and
~orced to oury in last-Tuesday's songs::·
· worst sounding rq~,k and roll
issue.
Okay. So what's the big deal? you've ever heard, ;~eck out "I
Okay. DoV1f4I to business. They, did it first. Alth01.ig1~ Hear Her Call my!W~me." The
White Light/fff7,hite Heat was completely and admittedly drug title track, "White Light/ White
The Velver/Underground's se- induced, the charmingly intol- Heat" is a G1tchy little honky
cond LP. The VU's, headed by- erab.le seventeen min:u tes of tonk number about, what else,
Lou Reed hails an unprecedent- "~ister Ray" describe "a smack shooting up:
ed extravagan'za of noise that ' fueled[ orgy featuring drag
Okay. You're tpinking, "But
has held a heralded place in rock queens, sailors, and God knew golly, The Monkees are what's
and roll as a major influence for what else." Was Robert Tepper hip right now. Surely.I know
scores of bands. The feedback, there? One wonders. •v~•heGift" where it's at." Well sure, it's
although prevalent and upfront, is a humourous ~arrative about - - cruel i~jU§tic~ . that rh~ Y~l~et --

Underground never h·ad their
own television show, _becaus~
you can bet that it would have
been mighty interesting, but
their appeCl really does lie in
the rough' Fdge~ perfection <?f
their records. Ltttle of R~ed s
solo work ever came close to The
VU's greatness (only his 1976
song "Kicks" ever matched their
genius) but for the good of rock's
history we are blessed with this
LP. If you've got it, dig it up.
If you don't, just 'dig it. ·
Okay? Gear. ·

---------- --~-ACTO RS------ .Stay tuned
for next
week's comic
review!

(continued from page 17)
and controversial issues into the p.m. A selection of readirigs
state of. New Hampshire," said entitled "Allegories of the Nile"
. Magidson. ·
will be performed by Philip
But next week the Sidore Voss in Stoke Hall Lounge and
sponsored activities will be a reading of prose and poetry
cultural, not controversial.
,
of Dylan Thomas will by perThe cost of bringing the five formed by Michael Thomas in
actors to UNH will cost about the Hubbard Hall Lounge.
$16,000, Carroll said.
On Thursday, September 18,
On Tuesday, actor~ will be in a performance of "Hamlet" will
Stpke Hall Lounge and Hubbard be held from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Hall Lounge for an hour-long at t~e Johnson Theater. Friday,
lecture/ recital beginning at 7:30 begrnning at 8 p,m. at the

Johnson Theater, the production "Master Pieces: an Evening
with Noel Coward" a di:amatized reading of drama and
-criticism from the British writer
Noel Coward.
In their final appearance, the
actors will be performing "Hamlet" on Satur~ay evening,
September 20, beginning at 8
p.m.
Tickets for all performances
ar~ $1.
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perience that will teach
you about yourself and ·
others, plan on attending an informational .
meeting about the below
§ trips and sign-up times.

1.

.

·

§

t

1

'

t

·
Necessarj! ,
.
·
.
§
"·
·
.
d §
· Open to a~ tn~ereste ·§

§

t

extravaganza! ·
.Oct. 24-26.
An. Art Exploration (Urban and Natural)
Oct. 31-Nov. 2
·
·Mystery Trip!... (go for it!) .. : '

. , ·_ ~

§

2

.t

· Oct. 3-5

·: ·§

~

.
I
§

Murk/and 110

l .·
§

§ _
-.:._

·

Thanksgiving Down On The Farm .
Nov. 27~30

§ Information(l,l Meeting .. •
§ Tuesday Sept. 1_2, 8 pm

·

.

l

Nov. 14-16

§

from~-2:00p.m.-5:QOp.m~ in-Gi/f~rfl · ·

l·

·

·§

Gilford., NH ..

§

·

§ Exploring Creativzd·ty.h·Rock cl!mbing, mountaineering,
an t e creative process

f.

G.unstOck sk·i Area··

§
§
§.

,

§

at

§

2

t§· ·

. Sign-Ups!
Wednesday Sept~ 17, 12 pm.
Sullivan Room
(MUB)
Go Early!

For Further ~nformation'call c;arol Ober
.
Dean of Students Office
8~~~0
·
.

.

,

on Sunday., September 21, 1986

i§·

i · Fall On.The Rocks ... A rock climbing and hiking

,c

·..G.EOR.G·E. BUSH

§

· Mystery Drop-off. .. Bring a sibling to lean on!
·. •
Oct. 10-12 ·
.

,e

,c

_( :· W.iih ·vice President

2

students, fac_u lty,
•
and staff.

,c

,c

·FREEB-B-Q ·

§,

Adventures This Semester

' ·§
§
§

,c

§

i
i
'i

.

§

- §

FREE TRANSPORT ATION
P'R OVIDED
leave in front ofMUB .at 12:·oo p.m.
100 invitations available -1st come 1st serve
pick-up invites from:
Student Activities
Heather in Smith 309:. 868-9793
Kim in De~ine 108: 862-4180
Sharon in Smith 215: 862-4528
Must attend mandatory meeting of the Young Repub~
licans of UNH in MUB on Monday_, Sept. 15 at 7:00 p.m.
to return th.e second half of invitation with your name.,
address., phone and SSN to obtain your security clearance
which is necessary in orderto attend. Or contac;t Heather
at 868-9793 or Christopher at 868-1531.
·

,,c qir.Q)~~~,.q,,<,Q'l~~..q-. ,.q,,,.q,,,.q,,r.Q)r.Q)~(Qlr .Q)<Q'><.Q'l
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· ,e

,c
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The most exciting.

fewhours-.
you'll spend allweek.
Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead.
And ·develop· the confidence and
skills you won't get from .a textbook.
En.roll .in Army -ROTC
.
.
·as one of your electives. Get the facts
today. B£ ALL YOU CAN BE.
Cm1tact: Major Tom Taylor

Zais Hall Rm 203
Call 862-1078

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC CORPS
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PAGE.TWENTY-ONE

ACHIEVEMENI:

There are-many ways
·to acknowledge it...
one lasts a lifetime.
Your College Class Ringfrom Balfour!
TheMUB

Selectyours at:

-

Thursday & Friday
September 18 & 19
10 a.m to 3 p.m.

0Balfour. No one ,,,,,,,,,1;er, in so many w,:rys.
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CVur/1.am.

cole Slaw .............. :
Cheese
Hou_se Salad:... :........:.....
Spinach Salad........ Lg......Sm.
Tuna
Chef Salad...............
Grilled Cheese
Tuna Sa.lad Plate..... :..........
Turkey ,
Burger Salad Plate.... .'...........
Roast Beef
Salad p,lates seri,ed with ;hoice'o/ ·
house salad, cole slaw or cott~ge cheere; .'

l
STARTER AND SIDES

~

=

Soup of the Day (priced daily)...........

r

J

t

French Onion Soup..............

J

I

•oo C=keu

tJ
tJJ

••

with cheese and salsa................
_with ja/apeno pepper...,............:...

tii .

Fr:;~;~:!:~:::!i!:::::~ber

J

with our dip..................

.
i
t.
J
ri
lJ.··
ti.
J

Fried Mushrooms........... :......
Friaj
- Zucchini.......................
Hodge Podge-a deep fried combo

;'nam::!::=~•.~:~~~

rings

Baked Stuffed MMshro_om Caps..............
Steak Fries......._..Bowl.....Basket....

t.
tJ

Potalo Skif!s with so11r cream..............

J

i
it

Half and Half...................
Pick two-house salad,.a cup of soup t
or half a sandwich
J
_

J

·Quiche of the Day .............:.

t

l
J
it

BURGERS

.;·•
New Y~rk Sirl~fL ........,:
.
13 oz. of cl/~ice New York /trip
,'' ..
.
Teri_rak'i~ :eak:i.. ~;::.....,.
.
\ '

. -,',

The Nick Burger-a plain b#roer
"
·seroed with c~ips and pickle,
ni~e -~/nd simple,..................

I

·· f··
· . ° Chicken Teriyaki...............

tJ

l..

M,a~:~'.=~M~~!J~~~'!!. PM

·
· ·
.· All our other buiigers served on an English muffiq or bulky roll w-ith ste~k fries, an onion
,
.
• •
ring_; a!Jd your d1qice of American, Swiss, Provolone or _Cheddar Cheese\
. .

Sal. 5:00 PM-8:00 PM

r

_J·

tJ

LQ~ri~::~::~RS

. We are also available for Bamµwtu,id

Big Cheese.................. ·

Herb Fried Chicken..............

J

y

.,., '""' t,;,,L...........

<

.

seroed with house salad ·
_., .,. b _.,
a,,,. ga,:11c re""

,.

Bacon Cheeseburger............... .

1

H~~e~:·-- ;:;;·;j~·;:baked stllf/ed

_Barbeque Bacon Burger...............

Atlaptic Seafood Platter...............:
Pick three! Golden fried shrimp,
clams, scallops ;;;haddock /;_/let

[

Baked Potato (after 5pm).............

J
_ \.

J

i
i
i
t

All burgers seroed with lett11ce, tomato and
onion on the side.

~~~~~

CLUB S /" NDWICHES
Chicken, Ham, Tuna, Ch~seburoer
.,
Turkey or Roast Beef............
""

HOT AND OPEN FACED

SANDWICHES AND POUCHES
BLT

single or-do116le decker..................
Chicken Sandwich

Roast Beef.................

half a breaded chicken breast .....'. ..

Turkey.....................
Hamburger...................

Italian

Seroed with steak fries and gf'avy
on toast point.r

t

in a pouch or on a bulky m/1...........
Grilled Cheese

_

r

lJ .

------------------•■ ,t .

sauteed mushrooms, onion, pepper,
and melted Swiss Cheese...............

Fried Clams............................

Garlic Bread...................

,

j

SCORPIO'S II TAVERN

The Lambergini-topped with

Thurs.-Sal. 1-0:00 PM-1:00AM
"Never a Cover al Nick's"

. Fried Scallops...................

with melted cheese..............

_-i

J

Thurs. -Sal. 10:00 PM-1:00 AM
_ with .,....,..,.,._,
--'---'~o.

Shrimp..................
deep fried or baked st11fled

. Lambergini Potatoes
r.r
/: •
d
nome nes toppe with sauteed
m11shrooms, onion and pepper .........

1
r

Sal. J:00 PM-1:00 AM

p ARADISE LOUNGE

Mexi-B_urger.................
with our Spicy Salsa and Cheddar

Dinners se-,.ved with salad or coleslaw

i
i·
tJ
J

ii

.Mon.-Fri. 11:30 AM-1:00 AM
Onion Ring B~ket.......;;......... ·

j
J
tJ

MAIN IDEAS,·

Gggno.............

i

. .
..
THE LIGHTER SIDE

::;.&

c!]v.cu.

!
t

J

I

-

F,ll,diE"'"i~::·:~f·s~~~-:·:· ·.:•mb"''"'

47 rCftf ai11. c~t.

it
J
ir

OMELETS
The Best omelet in Town!!!

Hot Pastrami and Cheese
on grilled rye bread or a bulky roll......
Fish Sandwich

Monte Cr,·sto

J

~

ham, tu,-key and swiss on
grilled rye.....::........

haddock fillet with melted cheese..... ,.
Veggie Pouch

stuffed with lettuce, tomato,
. cucumber bean sprouts and
· ch eese.;............
melted swiss

Reuben
corned beef, swiss, sauerk,-aut
and sauce on grilled bread.._. .......... _
RoaSC Beef...
Ham and Cheese
Tuna.............
,
Turkey............

·

..

lI·
_

i
i
i

_______ ___~----------.,.-----~---------.,.-----------------·---------------------------

i .
,

_

_

_..

S~ndwiches prepare~ on wh!te. wheat.
light or dark rye or ,n a syna_n pouch.

a cl~b syle blend of American,
_ Swiss and tomatoes.................

.

.

_

.

~

,t

T3HHT-YTVi::h Vf j 'r.);1. ~

._ RAGE,JW.E'>JlY-:JWQ_:,->,,:. . . "···

MIC

COC.KROACHES:.

MOTHER GOOSE Br GRIMM .·

.by ,Mike .Peters:....,-, ;--~{_, ..
.,:~,

. ,•.l,fAVE A NICE DEAL" .

8tJ[})/]Ji} .

(G6T

\WANT

FoflTY•NtNE
(ENTf AMD A
c.Moi,E of f11\4EIZ .
COLE StAvJ
OR FlllES!!

. ["ot.·o OtJ,

MG

,~nttN~ .

"&'J CflACfll·NG .,. .]

LEGAL •• ~E

V ft1tijD- · A

MAl21>-NOSI

.us ...CAN'

o'-A'I, PAt., WIIAT'u
' ~T T.AJt.6 ?1 -,

(~(?,lltinued from _page_6)
., .....,,,, Bot·h -. Hu~e an.cl Glass are ·
putting up posters and passing
out flyers .to advertise t~e _Roach
Ware collection across campus.
Even~ually, they wilCbe. advertising in both fo~a! aµd University newspapers:_"A.t .this point
· we hope to get an. initial response by mostly . word of
mouth,H. .c ommented Hume. ,
. l-Iume IS seiling.th~Jine from
her dorm room in Fairchild.
Most of the merchandise has
to be ordered in advance, since
·'. Hume :,does ,not' tiketo'· keep
much'on hand. She"is applying
for a vending license·so she·can
· set up a stand in the MUB: -· ·
. ·"l do not expect_mrich,.profit
from the sales of Roach .Ware
bec~µse·1 wa~t.t<;> keep~my.pdces
aHQrdable for the coJkg.e .stu. d~-~J,'' sa,id...Bume. ;Uie.:boxers
.will ·be sold for $10, the T-shirts
, -~iU be sold forJf2 and the polo . shh-ts .will be .s.old:for $23. All
·, styles CQIU~ .ia ,a .r ainbow of
,,, . ,
colors.
Anyone intet~stecd -i n selling
· ·· Roach Ware ca-n· contact 'L esley ,Anne Hume _at 862-4224.
Since the profit is ·small, t~e job
will pot pay- mu~~' 'but, the
experience gai_ne~ wilJ. pe_prite·: less in die bµsiness wodd. ·. ·
I
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When

•

.• •

•

~.j

you' re

,'

•

:·.

~

• I

f6Ur

years "old, · you've,;
got rnore impo.rtant •
things to· oo ·tH~[i~ .
: worry. about. Jivirig ·

-

to-;. be five.

,•·.'

(}H,cmi°Olll
f(lfA/7 IT
11611/N/

\

You've got pictures .to ·
c h.. Ca~tles
· draw. Ball~. to ,ca,_
"•.•
' ;
to build.
And, if you 're l"ike Peggy, you've got time for, it al,L Even
if ·, you were bo.rn with · a defective heart valve .. Even if you
did spend the first .two years
of your life ·in ·a hospital bed .
Even if no one thought you'd .
-make .it· to kindergarten .
-· Why? Bec~l.i:se:: Pe:ggy +,ctd a
few mill;ion ' peopl.e on her.
side;, Scientists and physicians aJI. over the country
· who've dedicated their lives
. to fighting' hea·rt disease. the nation's. number one kil- _
ler- and- who havfp _<;,:ontinued
through the years to find ·the
,.. ~olutic:m~ we need ,tq. be.at, it.
Without research, thousands
of lives -wdul'd havet ended: too

••. ·

by Berke Breathed
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And · 4 -year-:01lds !i~e. "F":'.eggy
would' t;>e playing like '.-there's
. '
no tomor:row. '

WE'RE FIGHTING-FQR
YOURllfE

American Hear·t
Association

SOMETHIN(3 JO
'LOOK FORWARD TO
AFTER A~
LONG HARD DAY A ·MACAO POLO
FUTON

TPl'E NIEW HAMPSHIHFFAIOAV, SEP'TEM:BER ·r2, 1'986

:r·

.

' ' Help wanted- Dairy Barn, Hours avaiable ·
all days,.all shifts, $4.15 hr., will train reliable ·

.··
l

Ele.gant ivory, Haitian wicker sofa-bed,
,queen size), for sale. Lots of.Pillows!! $150

Denise- Thanks tor the past six months.
You have made me very happy. I love you.

:t

Interested in shuttling down SeabrookNt;,ke
Plant? Call Louise 659- 7 418 te h~lp

person, call Pawl 862-1027 ..

. · cheap!!' Great shape. Call .659-7102 aft6,f H~ppy anniversary, Love JeH. . .. ..·.. ...... organizevigils and ·~ork on petition signing.
6
1 . • .p.m.
·
· .
,
:104l~t t~~.~~1,,~~a11(;)i ;~nd ;y.9~; kh.q ~_ii i:•is~-your/;1!~tr,b~~q_ini
Omega the ~ew co~
.. Room~ at~ Jianted to'. ~ha~e doub.le ~t Davis '
•.
.
, . , . . . • :.;, ~ ,
.,
. v"· Scubapro diving gear! . Wetsuits/:.ta,r'l·k.',,, ·1, .fni:f.i al '., e :i C., and M:-P(:'l \ S.unday: 'Br
. ing·•· -.e. el;serv1ce fr,ater.mty. Interested m wha
.t
·. •'. co\frtA~'trAvai:l~ble th;u Jarruary 15.
~
· .·
.
, _
backpacks. BC, over 100 lbs. in weights, . dates (not each other). -A.
.
we re about? Come help us to help others.
,,=Jmished, laundry facilifies·available. For ·
.
·
.
·
mask·, snorkle. trins etc. Try 868-06543
·
.
. By calling Mik~ at 862-4312 or Michele
~· ·.
more frifo please eall asap 868- f071
2.0Yo fmancmg on .~_1,1Q~W ~ord,,_Lmco!n, . ''" .
_ . . . . ,,., ·., .. '. .. ,.
-:;·'" '
,i U,~ .1-! 9.f\~er,l ~a,Q~J.~ _
g i,p~ych;~1d.Jo,t. , tn,.,, 8 f'4S01': ··
.,,.,).•' ..,, .
7
43
Mercury, Chevy; •P'ontantic, Oras car's : If
or
}:.10.~n, , . ....:
·
. aw~~J!~~-.. :.~eason! You re all doing great!!~··b·,, , .':-,
. . · · :
,
; Lotiki•h~: tp(, easy g'oini{rt>omate male or
1
you in the market tor any 9:f th:ese cars giv.~ .. Sr;ryith- ¢'1, r~~'li/ ~lecWc:iporta~le typewriter _Rer~rn!OC~t:.the Spirit Bear is up tor grabs! t· C1:1.~gratulat1_ons Ea-r:l,.'_You II ~e the best
femaie-Wr a:'new1y· r.~~ovatd apartn;ient in
1
me a call for elect prices. I. will bfing·_the ·. . ,wi.th int~.(c:tjat.igeable cartrioge. tor .s ale. {!l.WeJgye ya: Denell, Donna & KareA . ' ·, ·; da.mn executive C?U_l)Ctlman this state has
. Dove•f (Sa~yer Mill•s) lauAdry fac'ilities.
. H:g,ip:~is HER'E!!:Writer's ·workshop~. Time . ,j ;!Vrr ~E3,~n! ~Oll b~~y)s_ going to eat y~ur
· cli'shwa,sh"er; A/0:,,5 miles from cmapu~ . car right to you trade gladiy ·w~lco~ed.. . , Askin~r$85r~659-7144 asldoi Mike..
Call Jere at 431-7003 or 659-5~03 ·
'" ...·Sk,·ers- .l have ·a· b·ran· d Aew.. ·.·pa. ir of Tyrollia
M ·:,.:.-': ·'m
" e-n t R··ead·ng
As·se's·'s' m
· ·~·nt"''::;" .· dgst.~~-~rJ~1s raee 1s-f1m1shed. Do ~?u thmk
1
on Kaci-.van -r.oute. Rent is $262.5.0 a
·
ana~E3 i: \ ' ,_ . ,, . · . ·
.··.': ,:' '\ -~' you c.OlilJ~fgetJohn tctpay my tµ1t1on and
montln/.per.s.o n will ha,ve,your own li>edm fri'eods· tod???!! Ha ha. We're prol!ld
1981 Renault ~tatiomef~·go~·'. :pne .9Wl'l;er, .. :,390DJ~i11idii:i9s::,~ti1!\in; ttiecbcii ~'.f:~~ $75'. these ·; L~arn1n.1:po learn. All FREE.1-5_~~
.. ., ro.omYJall t9 wall c;arpeting .spaqious -living · AM/FM, very clean, '69,p°90 ,.f11i. ,$,,1.700 Of~•\ ,,~r,~ .$;1??0,~big'dJri,Q .. .. . . . ' e;;:Jn,V:,rest~Hr · ~.'.~EK! :all TA~k ~62~3698
··· of~et1'.fQ;.t iS, :\
;_
.
·
'
0
offer. e3ary868-5274
. ,' .· · ·
pleas:~t :~ *J0f Qt:irii
·:··J·
'
Bi ' ,· T1
u ""-1· · Th . ,,.d
9 18
--"-4..;..,;:..,'--"'----'------- .
. r~om,} or more information. Call 964a8970
·
,,;
,,,,
;
9yc
e
'
),IP_e~.
P
~
,me~,~,.
_
a
y,
.
_
..
'
7
-:
.
"
Men•;;sv/ii:n,
team
meeting
on
Monday
Sept.
·
, ask _tor Tim
~r,,~of~-bed~ 86; 5 p.m .. S1gA up at Qt1rham ·~,~~'·;8 ~8-~~,.. f 2'/4·001'n tbe: i:1·001 Ail . questions call 868For Sale: Guitar.. Seagull ,6~string,, r'm:>del,' :~;.J :ieg~Ti't,,t~o.rx-i ;
Female, Roomirnate: No smoking, .no pets. , s. Excellent condition,:$t ~O w,i tti ca'se'.' cal( :-_ J.que~n:~l~t•.far'" . '
,' ·.
.· .-~~
,. 5p~4.. ·' '.A .. :;. ' ·y:,:'3:-/ :;:;:··_: ..··::<·\.. ;·~
~i . ·,'. ... : ,
_1 girl $,~QQ .per month an~ 1 /2 utilities, 2
.
;:2~~~:bbit
Audi
made
eng:t
.t~tp~~'~:~,re~~i
:~~~8ft'.~!
-I
,";,(!r ::f-.:ffff"J-' :-- . ··'·· ..TQJl;le.rn.ceJooking :g~n!leman .'~ E-4: Your ... Ev~r $u'i,g ... · il'l ·~ gand? ,In a cho.rus? In the
girls $'150 rriorth and 1 /3 utilities and share
noct1:.1rnal ~eren~de: (1f.indee,d ,'t V\'.~s Y,OU) . sho~er? 'l)'l the c.~(? Behind the lawAmow·bedro'd~::Have 'wa~her/dryer. 8 min, drive
was ver~_,rnpr~~ee,_ Wh~n,,s:: tt.i.e_:n:~t · · em ~.eY:th~t.'s how
started. Come find
~pdy okay. Great first \Ca(, as~-ing $500.QO · .::- 2.0% fin~Acing'on .~II n-ew:: F(}rq.,'lincoln,
·from c~mpus. Call Adair after 6 p.m. 430K,eep'"tr;yfng.. · · i .:, . . :) ' fiil,ef cury, C~evy! Ponrantib, QI~; qars. If
show!?. E~e( yo1;1r a\11a,v1ewers from: aGrO~S . out 'about' The New ·.Hampshire Gents ...Our
Call Abby 659-21
.0684 or. 7 42-2670.
/ ·
73 vw Super Beatie... Dark bf.oW'n/ r"i:e~ ~~-' y9u ifi (fl!:). marketito.c-a?y of the~~ C~fS give , the way ... P.S. You have a good-voice, but . music; OUHaodtrips'; our criminal recor.ds:
·alternator, new rear brakes and cable. New
me a· call· tor elect prices. I will bring the
an even better body!
Sunday Sept.
. :00 p.m. in Room M?23•
14 6
. -•p· W. a. nted
. .
.
·valve adjustment and newly tuned up·. $600 . oar right to yoy trade gladly welcomed.
Sigma Nu Brothers- Gotta love .o ur spirit. . PCf.C
H
1'
~
·
.·'
·
or
steal at that low price!!! Located
Call Jere .at 431 · 7003 or 659 - 5803
We're off to our bet. semester ever-Keep ~..,_,__ __;____;~--------■ I' i:
----'----------THE FRESHMAN RECORD IS IN-~we are
· SL ·
. 1. .::- l..:.....:....I, on. Canney Road (off Bagdad Rd.) Durham.
1981 Renault statioriwagon. One owner.
it rolling! How many pledg'es? R.C:
·
·
sorry that they took so long to arrive,. but
b~v:e y Doo: You look so cute when you
you can pick up your FRESHMAN RECORD
Nationah:::ollege marketing cornparfy seks
Routley Apt. house, no phone yet.
· AM /FM. very clean, 69,000 mi. $1,700 or
offer. Gary 862~5274
..• sl~ep!! Billiam, no comment on sleep...
at-the SIGMA NU F~ATERNITY hou~e, at
ind.ividual or campus group to work part ; Wanted to buy- bicycle for under $50. -Call
time ~s~istin@ st ude:n tsin applying for credit Carin, '( 49-0'!?45 ·or 892-1311, ,keep trying!
For Sale: Guitar. SeaguU 6-strir1g:' model ' •· -Marcus good luck with soccer-go get 'em
2 Strafford Ave. ,Get _yolllrs; tpday.
·
s . .Ex··cel·lent c.". nd,·t,·o· n·.· ·$·1·50 with ca·s·e. Ca.IV' · y··o··•'all Amelic•an · o· 1•1f when well you· buy·
· cards. Flexible hours, exellent $ full,training. :_
: · .
• . ·, · • , •• • · ·
·Meet students and have FUN call ·Robin
P'or. Sale: .1982 Toyota Cor.olla, runs great.
.
u
u
·
'
;. . ·
. To ev.e ryone who (for t~e-second year in
, at.1-800-592-2121.
. ·-'
Alpine stereo system, two do9r. 4 .speed,
742'-1278
.
.
,.
. me· a sub.-Mike, can I borrow you TV ,a row) made r,ny bf~~hday very special.
.
only$1600 Call evenings 659 3399
''y·A
·. RD.•. s·ALE.
·- .,·
sometim~.it'ss0cute!HiGiggles!HiMicky!
Th.ank you- :YQu are .~11 s:o incredibly _
Come ,work t.or T ASk--The Traiog mAca··
· ..:
•· ---'---'--~--.---'---,---,---,---Hi Krissi,. Scottie,, .c ome .by· again tor wine··
19,80 OiJation, 4 door: 4 spe~d. rear defrost · .·.· Good,.Stuff Cheap: cfosk\ desk lamp, dresser , '· cool~rs ota,y? ~E!~h. 1·, mts:s· you.! I .love yo,u .important to me.'. ·T:har:i.!cs. Lo.ve Kath:
. . demic Skii,ls Center ''is seeking several
·stl:Jde~t~ f~rp~id T~toricouselor pos_
itions.
AM./ FM cass~tte, 33 mpg. hig.hway,
(ugly green),' round table with.chairs, more
all, Liza . . · , ·
, ·
·
Fra~cois~ V-,T.: Arey.~~ alive? at U'NH?
celient
· · r.oom _or ap t . •Sat urd ay 9/13
----'-. r'aWB"
·H.-as possible?
Y.ou li>ting'y· our good GPA and academic
• .-.stuff,, to· y.our
. , H
.· 'i-CongrevJ
rd!' - ' - - - - - - - - - - - , S.tay•.ing· as' f.a
, ~- fro.ril-.N.
. , condition $1250 .or bes't .offer,·must
. .

■1clllt

;~;·:; .l t~
~·1

1i~h~~~~i
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1

7

,:c_a:

~J~_X_;

.': .:':'?\.·t.-·· ' ··

·.>..,.: ·. ,. :;·

!;t~~ .

::t

~Cn·~

at

1·'
ffil
. I:

.

'>_'.'.~~ ..,

we

so':

.

.3223. . :.~:h-

ao-a

ex-

interest.we'lrpro.videtrainingandafriendly,
support·ive work enl(.irolT\ent. \(Vork/~tudy
l_Y. at TJ.\Sk,,,,Rich_._ar.ds House
pref.~_-r.re. i:i ..App_
·.
, '.
. .
.
by 9/1.2.· '· ·.. ,

sell!
!;xerci,se_·e.q ulpriient. 'Ao.wing ·· machine
convertable::15 different.· types of. mu,sc. le
•
•
bt:1.flding: e
.·. x.erG1.:_
ses. $60. Tunt. urf exercise

·subj~ciAr'ea ~utors Want~ci ~n .a,n . as
needed _ba.s is for ·ttie 'special services
br·an'Qt{o'tTASk;· espe'c lally fodhe' hard

bicycre.·:(ike new. Q_ne. of.'the best made '
or, the market. $175. Call Marc 6-9 p.rri.
at,'f,49~5'01 .6; : · . .. . .
.

,s eiences, Cale ·1&II, Math 42·0, CS' 4.10, .

Refriderator:--About 6 t::ubic feet. freezer ; . 9:3.0-4:30 p.m., H~liday 1-nn, Portsmo1~th

~tt~i~~:~;::~~2:,fc~:
!Wi%~~'.~e,
\.,rrA
,c;;

$l oO. Call

'trqm;:~~-ro,lyo Bailey, -Ju,t9r

00rd .'"ator,

.'

••

•

'

1

•

·-

,:

~;~~~-,.~~·-.}\J;~'"'- -\~~tt"

5~0 ·.Gtim~

Tt)e NewHampshire is irJ need of a Photo·, Editor: '.fh_is entails working ip:~hhe..,darkro~m.
~.. l.f you haveaAy experience w,t 1:.1eve1oping
an<il printing !please stop by The New
-. Hampshire Rin ::15-1'. ofthe MUB, ask tor
· ·Ronit or D'~ve. ·
· ·
.
·
.
.
..
'
Laboratory Aide.w.anteci in chemistry lab
. ,at .u s PorestS~rvice. Experime·n t stali.on
(Rte.1-55A,;onemilef'romT-Hall.)Musrhave
wor'k:study. -Hours flexible, at I.east 8' liours
a Week . $S:0~/hour. Call Florence 8.68 ·
5692

2

Deli,very person wanted. o~ 3 nights a
week. Wildcat pizza, Main street.

G;~ '·•

~=:::.::~is~ tedniQues i~ .v~rOal and :~:~~~::~ ~::~ ~~~;')t~J;;;;.;Qi~
nonver6al; commt,n,cation; ·useful in ther-

Jn .

.L'li'fc'
re:;~.96j '!F
Q.Q¼!f
:~Ja~~ homew.Ji. r,,is.a.tho··. m,..~·-. ·•.'..
''m ~7495016 "'' _,--y:• . ;✓;,~,,

."

jt::.v .plor({~
Music.
rmi~new-· Qur:.ham
. }.'.i .~l!J
.I dib-> .·. ~s~t},·-1' '1·.
.. '7' ;,·
:.,ti',);.".'' : : .,, .. ' ,.,.,,...,., ,,;". . .,,·-~-·I\'. ;

:~:,7i~::•::.::~:~~:•·• !o agood

Merr,ian touring .bi~ycle t~ame

~~t with

.P'?~

I·..

.

~~::::::::::::::::::,- - - - -

Jl··- ·J
·. .·..

college relationships. Did you I.eave your

girlfriend or boyfriend bah ind when you
·c ampy bottom' bracket, seat post, front
·, derailer. Beautiful; deep blue, 1 owner, $500 Personals
came',to· U N1H? did you have an intense
or best otter. Wheels, brooks saddle,
·relationship for a few weeks .or months
· center-puli brakes.
•
· ' e t·o·· u
•... NH?. •it Y.ou'd lik.e
Call.Jeff
868-532!!!' '· .. · · - ·
· ·
, · .- ·
. · · .when ··y'0- u..... f.,rs·t c'·a,·.m
---'--~~...,._--.,.,.---~-AGR ,Rho-mates: _IMPORTANT MEETING
an ec;titor to cali'y .u tonfidentially please
9
Are you IO'OkiAg. for a,c:.a r?... I have a f. ull
SUNDAY N•IGHTIII 'A
. II must attend The
.
·
·
....
· ·
·
tall Carrie at 749-1464. Please leave
selectio17 of useg P~ts r~r::t9il'1g, fror;r,,,$109time i~ 9:·30pr:n: ~lea.se ~e there.
·
·
· ,,
>.
o.ooo.
All
make$
·
a~d-modeis
..
Mrni
cars
.
"
message.
·., ,, .
·
. ·
1
. . willpassinspectlorrinft.le$ 1'oo- 1200 range.
YO~~!!! Thanks for- being the best big ·bro
Marobiotic cook·ing prom,otes a healthy
All cars:over $~ 200 coooe with 20 day plates
arqund! Love· Ya Lots- Jo. PSi-Lean: a,nd
· body~mind. If interested ill c:! 'VJorkshop on
and inspection and .w ~rranty. I will also
Mean.
mat::;rcibiotic food pre·p aration, Cont~ct
bring th~ car 'iight to ydu. Call with.wt-lat . 'Luke-You're a great little br,other, too!!! .
Louise ar659-7418,
.
. '

..._....,.-~---"!"'!!"'----'

you're looking for,;fr)c;t I should be .able to
find it. Call Je~e a,t43.i-1ooo oi' 659~5803 .

By GARY
·
·,, LARSON
'

Bob, Can't wait to see you today. Keep the
faith. fanq iiie big toe!). Love You Always,
. yo~t best_pal-Jo

and must reward mg .studen\~rgarnzat,on
, P-~:t~gEr:p~:r ~:PMY~!~~=!··g·~~Rp~i~o;~~~:~.
· ·
· ·
'
•
are all needed. NO EXPERINC~ ~ecess~~.some are c.or.npensajed_pos. 1t1on. s. V1s1t
,. Room 151, Ml:JB tor more 1nformat1on;
.Happyage Birthdayage to my , Hunter
, ••
..
•
d · k' -b dci N
t-i
· Chicken rm mg u y. o more p · one
. calls or hot dogs, thank you very .m uch.
. What R U on ~rugs? llove you ... the red
, ..:..bi_tc_h_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - Dearesnoia~ I must say that friend like

a

THE EHESH.MAN RECORD I.S IN~-we :ar~ . you is hard to find but easy t9 love. I hepy
sorry that they took so long' to ar-rive'. 'l\>ut. your -birthday is a "Happy Day" filled with
you:can pick up your FRESHMAN RECOF.tD
sunshine. Fr.om th_e heart -EB. · .

Keitl:l- .•I love you, you twit. Yoµ are suc·h ., at t'he SIGMA ·Nu FRATERNITY hous.e at
Starving after last round? Enjoy. a late night
a ·we~~ie. But I love your .bruises and' your ' · Strafford Ave. Getyours .today. Mem.1_.at Benjamin's. ·Now serving 10:00
ltiil: wor.kshirt.. se.e ya bye. Love N02 ·
·Are ·tt-ley truly. gentlemen? Ftr\d, out at an · p.rTl. · 1:3o a.m. Friday•and Satu rd ay nights.

2

Jane buddy, don't worry if I do go away
this weekend. We'll just have to live it up
next weekend- BIG 'TIME. Keep smiling,
'
sweetie. ~ee ya bye. Love N02

.1

~~!~,~:=:~ ::.~!:•~=~fu:":J:

at the SIGMA NU :FR.ATERNITY house,·at . ·super purple punct-l'?, lnkyainl<y will ,be back

u
' ·n.Jl,;'. o;.r,fpi.'~oL"""
, ·''. Pr.e"i•i'·a·*r'e~;,; ·r.,_.a'\t.i.l<~~
-IHfuff_t~~~M-i ~•.flijij9 ~:P,:f~ 'J,tt-~we are
Ca
'
ltl •IIE
It'
A u
•i:,,_,,.,,,., :is:cirr y .;t fiaf they fook~ c:fldn·dfo"'a hive,but
0 · ~1011 ~·. r~~ 0rder, l1,1te, th eory ' paying part-time or vacation job. Get hand
you can pick up your FRESHMAN RECORD
- ,p, , .
-. , ..
"' . . . Voice:
1978
Toyota Corolla, 5 spe.ed,
son professional 'trainging behind an actual
at t'h e SIGMA Nu ·FmATER"''ITY
house. at
.
. b d AM/FM,
$1 oo·o
tan·d II~1.ghtsmgmg-md1v1du~I
25
t
h. and cl~sses
n
"'
air cond., heater, good .o y,
.. ,
or a a~esyears eac_ ing ex~enence.
bar, with. lots of practice time. It's easy and
2 Strafford Ave. Get .yours today.
··
2 201 o
868 6330
C II P
En o fo mo mformat1on 603
·
:
tun out way. Certificate awarded. School
Claudia, 86 ·
or
·
· a · es,s · s r .r
re
··
659 · 2721
{980 Honda Prelude, 5 speed, bronze, well
is licensed and is qn UNH Kari~Van route.
Part time jobs now availabl~ at th e Dairy
maintained, looks and runs great. power
Visitors welcome. Evening classes. Call
aa·r. Breakfa st a nd lurich cooks,moming
moon roof, new snows; new suspension,
Found: ·a dormitory out key on UNH
or wirte for Free Brochure ~ MASTER
, aft(;lrnoon, and evening help wanted. Wdrk
. very reliable, 88 ,000 miles. A deal at $2,700 ,
Su~cess keyring. The initials BC were ·on
BARTENDER SCHOOL; . 84 Main St., Newstudy preferred but not necesary. Good
need to buy a truck instead. Call 778 _9522 , · the. key. Imprinted letters-lAH 346. Found
market, N.H. Tel.
_3718
.
~ pay, tips, and meals. Call Dana at 862-1006
at Sigma Nu. on Friday Sept 5th. Call Ken · _ __:__ _ _659
_ _ _...,,.,,,~---,~-:- .,
••
· , ,
leave. irnessage,
,.• ' •.
,, .•, a(8GS'.:5552 · .
.
. Campus Vbice ·Magazine 1:s, in.t~rest~tfn;:; ;,. C,ome worK for,tl'l~ mo~t exciting, m~~t !.un
t

... a ·.
. 'samples J eh{ A,r.1larctica. ·Fj~xible .
., ·h...ours.an
• .:.. ·.;..,-.: 'd·.
'.-.pa,y...·.···p·:,eas~,q;on
., : . ·. '. t ac.t... .M·J
...g,oo·a
.. .
. :.:··..,·.:.-. -.'.;.tr.'s·.: ·. : '>:..· ..,.·a.· ·1. ~ ·3.1'.57. . · -M. ·k T ..., _ ,,.1.e·r ..,,,...:~>·,, , .Pe.nQ'3r,.. ·, m. -"· · ., or: . ~r ., W!S", '
,., ··~: ·• - R: ·· ·35 :24t,:LJ ·' ,. H 11 0'. <" ,,.,. : ,, ·;·:.:··~""··
.ITJ . . ·. ·;'>-:. .-. :
-Great Pai\t-'T irrie Oppertuni,.y., G~jn. _exp·e - ·
rience and earn mf)ney w.hile' w0rKing on ·
.F·o'ft~¼f "
anies. M8:f ke.t;n9 p(o.gram, s on c_:;ampus 1
. Flexible hours each _
..
o
, week. Gall 1-800-821•-154 - '
.. -, "
-

1

T-HE FRESHMAN RECORD IS 1Nc-W8 are ,. from short, shoeless peopleT Sue, happy

~t:f~~1!!!0;:;~~:~!•~~ ~:~!~;;' ..;~q:J'.Q~ edwcaUon. To '"?ist~r, call :;•ffor:,::::::.~::: ava)uabh>

/.,' ,

}.. .,'!./
:,.

3
'----=-~--------'-~-'.---,,,,

Afl 'ot tt-le,abo1.<e.? Sto~by arid.,se.e me in '
Hey D-2 ... Sorry about' the fir,e a.!arm. When ··. -Arn. 108 if Y.Ql\l.;t~ a;oUn'd! Cai:ri~ ·
dowe allgettogethe'r;fordimnerantiegalT)e
. ·
: \;•:,.,,
.. r · b ·
• ,
,,
.
He.y 02!. Wh~( Sr,,~
.l p ~S:~hat,t(Ot;J •I~ can we
time? Miss you guys! Lisa
,·
·
th·
;;;u ,, ,.d..? H' e:·
L t' k
get into 'fW,~":-!"1~ .· · ey ·,sa... e s eep
S~fMCES
To the, Sports Editor: I know I'm beip~ · itdown to •a:b$sk'etball ieal\'!!!1 OJ~.? (alright,
·1 NtRODUCTORY SEMINAR IN NEUROob.noxio1.Js, l'.m sorry. Forgive rne ... Fror,n ·you can have,a tew·bacf,uJ:f;pl'~ers!) Lori,
u ·NGUISTIC P.ROGRAMMING. Sept. 'p,. · the Managing Editor
.
.
let's hop·e tou don't get any/i;i:,·o re visits .

Cor.rtp4t~t.:T~;~in_ai. Zehith .zt-1 series. Like :·

';;t:,_:\: t :t .:_t{tot:<3a~..•.;'.h·.R~s·.•.:·i~:cI;.·~ .~ ~-:. :~.; _~.'fhs.oie:•-.:._.:,.G
,.·.·tf,·.·:ul
~,-·~~s·-.:r·.:1.·n'·,e
c·:.·oi·._en:.·wrt·
~·

Marc

'Fit. 108., towards' Nbwmarket, blae house
r:ie'>tt to _.;;;aterf~U. I'm moving-come and
·.buy. T. im.86.8:7152
··.•·.
--'~---'----'------,-~-,----

informal meeting regardiog a'uditions tor
new members tor The New Hampshire
Gentlemen: Sunday, Sept. 14, 6 p.m. in Rm.

Tired of the 4 wheel rubber burger? Enjoy
great food at Benjamin's. LatE::,Niglit Menu
·served 10 p.r:n. - 1:30 a.r,n. Friday-Saturday·

M223, P,CAC
·. Co-ed fraternity wants you! Do you like
Pa'rt time jobs now available at the Dairy
to have fun and help people too? Join Alpha
Green Eyes-Happy anniversay, Thank you
Bar. Breakfast and lu.n ch cooks, ·morning,
Phi .0:mega:,a1;1d ~ts,c9mmunity service
t0r the last six months. My life has been
afternoon, and evening help wanted. Work
activltfei,: Cail ~iK~ ~f 4312.
·
· grea'fl.y i:inproved since you· entered [t.
study preferred but not necessary. Good
WE need an old car that doesn't run, dirt ·
Noreen will get us· some champage to help
pay, tips, and meal. Call Dana at 862-1006 · . cheap!! Call Scott at 868-2071 or 868-9859
us .cel'ebratf:l on Sunday night. Good luck
.th is semester. Love\lour snuggle.bonny . Bene job, bambino iii smelling up the:roon;i
To snug·gie bunny. Tnanks tor your proamJ Teddie Bear. Love ME, Denise.
·
Wednesday morning. Just l<i'.ddi:r:ig .. I'm
fessional catching ability Friday night. I
· campus Voice Magazin~ is 'i nterested in psyched to 'meet y,our father. I hope he
was a good sport c!!Jd-,probably made that
college relationsMips: Did you leav_
e your approves ~f me·. Ar,0 we are not reeches.
kid's nig~t. you· must admit. Now everyone ·
girlfriend or boyfriend bahind when YO·l,J You are, but I am not. Start eating properly.
wants to know when we're going to do it.
came to ·uNH? did you nave an interi.se · .Lov~ N02 ..
. .
I'll tellya, it'll'be a 'cold day in Hell before
I ever do it with you ! Ha ha. Hey Marty,
relationship for a few weeks or months1 Hey Kev, i doffsn't matter that you have
whatcha doing tonight? Going· eastward
wt1en you first came to UNH? If you'd .like ' to work so much; even.though i snivel it
was r'nlith nicer with~·you on my tail Sun.
an editor to call you cohfidentially please . just shows how much i miss you. i' hope
night-· hope you'll do it again ....
call Carrie at 749,146_4. Please .leave'! you hit that 3.0 again,. actually i know you
message.
will. All my lo_ve and suppor:t - Scooter.
To senior "OT machines"- It's finally here;
If you have an eat for melody and a w·ill ,. THE FRESHMAN .RECORD IS IN--·we are
to sing, The New Hampshire Gentlemen · sorry that they took so long to arrive, but
you can pick up yourFRESHMAN RECORD
invite you to an informal meeting regarding
audition tor new memoers: Sunday, Sept.
at the SIGMA NU FRATERl°:'JITY house at
2 Strafford Ave. Get yours today . ..
14, 9 p.m. in Rm. M223 PCA.C ·
· · ·Hey all yo,u 3rd floor Congreve clownsyes you in 372,370 and the rest pf the crewBIG AL-juS t wanted to wish you luck with
your operation-I'll be thinking of you. Cheer
It's great to be back with you all againup. Love, Krissi
.
abuse and all. Luv ya K r i ~.

· seniqr y.ear, ·Get psyched for those_study ·
sessions in Catnip! Hang on- we're almost
there! P.S. And don't ev.e r forget ~·
"McKeaugh in the Snow!"
Greg, Gla.d to see you're back in! Freshman
l:nglish senior year?? Hope to see you in
between those 8 a.m. classes a.n d long
library sessions! (smile) Love, P.

-
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·10,000 ·P~.Qple .
iS through the dassifiedS
.
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.

\

1 _ __
ToRun_

.

.-P~...Fo'r Sale-Help Wanted- Services-Housing
·, ..~Lost .ft F,~und-Ricles-Tra~Yard $ala-Sports
..

,·

.'~.Nnr Bampulre
..

.,' . .

_....__.,.---~-------. --.
.

.

.

-

';-

.

.

....;·

Advertiaer"• na:met
Address:
·· ·

"I

-:-..

_

-. - . - ~
. ,- . ---.------RATES: $1.00 for 2.0 words per insertion
Each additional ,run: $1.00
All·ads MUST be prepai<:l
...

-:-.
~

___;__

. :--

_:___~
.

.

.. .

Phol\e: \ "' ..,. : ~ ,_

'

'

Hotel Positions
.

_..

'

'

.

.

'

-l

I

~

•

,,

-

.

,

•

•

.

'

• •

·. Available.: ·
.

-·'
,., . . . .

. \

·· Night Auditors: Hotel Majors get your 400 hrs. Call ·
. Kay at (603)-926-67 62 Ashworth By The Sea, 295 · .· · .
Ocean Blvd., Haffif>ton Beach, N.H. We are E.O.E:
,

. .,.,

-.

·.

Front Desk Clerks, Waiters and Waitresses, and
Chambermaid s are positions needed to be filled.
r

. ·. ''·
I
;

.
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,....

,-

, ... ·

. Stop .by room 1 ~ 1.in the MUB for an
.application.
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Isourlove
for the great outdoors
·. killing our forests?
. Last year, 'millions of
Americans went wild over
.·, the great outdoors.
We camped, hiked and
biked across our forests in
record numbers. Unfortunately,/too many
people abused the fine
.
line between nature and ·
recreation~
They littered campsites.
Painted rocks,· carved on trees. ·Even hacked apart
picnic.tables to-feed their
fires.
Vandalism won't kill
our forests. It will
just make th~ .
great outdoqrs
harder to -find.
-Vandalism.
It's time to
draw the line.
<

~SOCCER-.<continued from page 27)
Spiegel's ball handling skills and
size (6-1, 175), Garberpushed
him back from forward to
stopper.
In junior Ja<:k Sebastian
Garber thinks he has orie o{ the
best sweepers in New England.
Sebastian should keep the· def- .
ensive area · clean for senior
goalie Dave "Bubba" B~rlow.
Barlow registered a 1.26 goalsagainst-average last season, and
should only better that average
with the, aid of five returning
backfield lettermen.· This year's
squad boasts 17 returnees. _
· High school AH-American
freshman Scott Brennan will
be tme first man off the pine to
fill in at forward or midfield, ·
and along with sophomore Marc
Griffin (himself a High School
All-American in '84), and junior ·
Bruce Pratt, should form a solid
midfield trio. .
.
Stylistically, Garber would
like to employ a. short-pas.s
control game, but has th~ team
speed to play kick-and-run ... an
asset which c01:1ld prove· handy
on the home field. "Our field
is 20 feet short of regulation
width," s.aid Garber, "making
it hard to play a pass-and control
game."
The team is ready to play
though. -"It seems we'.v e been
practicing forever," said Garber.
"It's a whole differerit'psychie
when the games begin., and I
think we will rise to the occasioo
agains~ Boston 'Colle.ge."
,UNH and BC tied 2-2 las.t season, and the clashes have .often been one goal .decisions. .
Said Garber: "We can·'t wait to
play." ..

f<etid The ·Fo-.
rum Page ;i ,0 .

~ .00'~.~ -,
.~lti,i,if'l,i,.,tile,i (e_el.
litC:,i N~~til),~~~li,
Give a hoot.
· Don't pollute.
Forest Service, US.DA Fa

GET/J.

FREE VlDEO
FILM·
When you rent a VCR -- ·
-Movies $1.99
Discount Card Available

c,~ Ii

"-~1t o{{

~~- :-

:Focus On
America's
Future
j

Help Prevent
Birth Defects_
Support the

·ALLIED SERVICES

8 rch

0f

1111

preveD8facts

·
Only $7.99, Mon-Thurs .. $9.99 on the wee.kends .
GREAT SELECTION
NO MEMBERSHIP FEES! '
Open every night ti/ 9 '
ALL!ED SERVICES V.rham Shopping Center .

&ee~

es

ntin9

Birth

• THI$ SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER
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X-Countr_y squads_kick ·into action this .Weekend
· By Richard Finnegan
. The meri' s crnss country team
opens its season Friday at home ·
MEN'S CROSS
cou·N TRY
in a tri-·meet with Bates and
,
Southern Maine. 'Fifth year·
..~,
coach Jim Boµlanger is optimSOUTHERN
MAINE,
BATES
12
Sep
istic about his team's chances
despite the fact th.a t five of his
RHODE .ISLAND, UCONN,
19
top seven .runners were lost to
graduation. Twelve returning
PROVIDE~CE, N'EASTERN
lettermen will join six freshmen
and two other veterans to form
MAINE
10
a tough up.it that should surprise. Oct
some teams this fall
18.
.at Eastern Champ:ionships
Co-Capta~ns Scott Rhodes
av.cl Jim Mackenzie and Senior ·
Brrtaip) ·. ·. ,·:,_:·.·
(New
;
;;
Brian Rhodes provide leadership as well as race experience. ,
25
ECAC North Atlantic Conf Cham- .
They wiU be. joined 'by junior
' Roland Bfron and sophomores
pi~nships (Boston)
Bill Sculley, Tim McNamara and
Tim Carney to give one squad
at New-Englands·(Boston)
Nov
I
a strong nucleus of returning
Wildcats.
Boulanger also hopes to get .1
at ICAAAA Champiooships(Bethle15
solid performances out of some
bem) ~
new faces, namely freshmen
Ra·ndy Hall and Steve Kramer.
HEAD COACH: Jim Boulanger
You can be sure the Cats will ·
-be emphasizing the word 'team'
this fall. They have no big
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
frontrunner as they had in the
past with standout Jeremy King.
Instead they will rely on team- Sep
13
HO~Y CROSS W/BROWN work and working each other
Dartmouth Invitational
20
through , the races with good
Rutgers Invitational,
Oct
pack running.
4
Boulanger feels that 'this has
MAINE
.
10
been his h~rdest working group
Connecticut w/Providence
17
in four years,and he praised their
teamwork and desire. Hopefully
Massachusetts w/Vermont, Rhode
25
.the squads willingness to work
Island
in practice will give them an
New England Championship
Nov
I
edge in the meets.
After clashing with Bates and
15
NCAA District I and ECAC ChamSouthern Maine Friday, the Cats
pionship at Lehigh Un.iversity
will host two more home meets . .
Connecticut, Providence and
25
NCAA Cha-m pionship at Univers.ity
--- . · -- ,. ~. . :,_ ·~:·o t Arizona -, -- "'•'" ... ~•-, -c<.
Northeastern, will be' in town
for a quad-meet September 19,
and Maine will be in Durham .
a dual-meet.
October 10
HEAD,COACH: Nancy Krueger
The Cats then take to the road
where 'they will compete in the
Easterns, ECAC'S and New New Englands.
Officials are still needed for
Englands. This year's group will
look to improve on fast year's the home meet~. f~urteenth place finish at the .

r----------......------------------------------ .By Richard Finnegan
'

'

3:30

4:00

~

at

·';

·1

12:00
12:00

I

4:00
'4;00

for

i

~FOOTBALL-- ·
(continuedfrom .page 28)

Women's soccer goalie Janene Tilden awaits the rusp.
of a teammate in Thursday's ptactice.(Ro~it Larone photo)
,"

Th.e men's ~occer team is eager for Sunday's home opener
· ~ith, BC.(Ronit Larone photo) · . .

Socc~r coach .· transforms $Orne players
By Paul Tolme
Fourth year men's soccer
~oa'ch T~d Gar her mad~ s_o me ,
mterestrng personnel changes
.this pre:-season in preparation,
of
ball season_which gets .
rolling at home this Sunday at

t?e

2:00 versus Boston College.
Garber feels he has bolstered
his offense ~by swinging sophomore Joe Almasian from fullback to forward. Almasi an
expressed interest in moving
to t_heforward line this summ~r,

and soon convinced Ga1"ber the
move would be a wise one by
acceling at his new position in
practice.
Junior third year starter Jeff
Bergholtz will roam the front
line ·with Almasian, and should

I

What is supposed to- be a \
rebuilding year.for the women's . i
cross country team could turn
_into a big year for coach Nancy
Krueger's Wildcats. Kreuger
expects three freshman girls to
join her two co-captains to form
the top five as .t he team opens
up Saturday at home against
Brown and Holy Cross.
Senior co-captains Maureen
Connors and}eaune Kerins give
. the squad experience and leadership, _while talented freshmen (
Jennifer Briggs, Tammy Toselli ~
and Dawn Enterlein have l
shown they are not afrai_d to go , ~
out and run with the leaders. tI
But Kreuger knows there is a , )
f iQ.e line between making ·sure
_the freshmen are competitive
a·nd having them understand it
is a long and tiring season. ·
Sophomore Cindie DiFansesco should also be a top runner,
while junior Tara Teevens will
try to bounce back after two
tough years of injury and put
together a strong~season.
The girls cross country teams
have always been talented, but
this year they are running a ~
particularly ·tough schedule. ,!
They open Saturday against . ~.!·-, -·
Holy · Cross and Brown,' and 1
Kreuger believe~ both teams are ~._~
coming back strong and will be
tough to.beat. '
On Saturday the twentieth,
the Cats will travel to Dartmouth for the Dartmouth Invitationals where they hope to ;
defend 'last years title. The
Rutgers Invitational (Oct.4)
brings together some of the best
schools in the country and a top
six finish there would be encouraging.
.
Rival Maine comes to Durham October 10 for a dual meet.
The girls will- then travel to
Connecticut for a tri-meet with '
Providence on the ·seventeenth
and will be at UMass on the
twenty-fifth hoping to wir:i a
qu?,d-meet with Vermont and ·'
URL
.
The girls have never pl_aced
lower' than fourth in the New ;
,E nglands and will try to keep
that string going November 1,
while the NCAA district I meet
will be more a vehicle for
individuals· to get some race
. experience,
_
Kreuger is delighte~ with her
team's hard work and says they
have learned to run well_together. The Cats may have an ace-:
in-the-hole if senior Patti Martin, ranked third in New England last year, can make a strong
recovery from recent surgery. ·
She could return as early as midseason and would definitely give ·
the girls a big boost.
-

have the experience to build on
last year's three goals. "I hope
these two can provide some
punch," said Garber.
Garber' s.next ace was moving
senior Charlie Gagne. from
forward to fullback, a logic_al .

offensive linemen frotn last .
year's squad, the Wildcats have
their work cut out for them. "It
wasn't a bard 44 points they
·scored against URl;"·said an
ever optimistic Bowes.
"But we have everything to
gain and noth1ng to lose." A
sports cliche, but very true. _
move if ·you think about it.
"Gagne has the athletic 'skilis
to be; ·a good fullback," said
Garber.
'
To take advantage of Peter
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Sports
Geromi ni and Costiga n score in 2-1
(63).

The field hockey team defeated Northwestern 2-1 Wednesday.(file photo)

Jean
must play

•••
Receiving snaps from center
this Saturday will be new starting quarterback Bob Jean, replacing Rich Byrne who started
against Richmond. Jean was
impressive coming off the bench
in the fourth quarter against
Richmond, though his stats (7
of 19 for 74 yards) may not show
so. Jean was the victim of many
dropped passes; three by freshman tight end Rob Spittel
( d_iagnosed as a case of first

.

· In goal for the _W ildcats was
junior starter Michele FlannelL
Flanhell recorded 11 saves.
Northwestern goalie Robin
Clark had 3 saves.
For shots -on goal, UNH had
six to Northwestern's 13. UNH
took four corner shots; Northwestern ten.
Wedne$day's game, he-Id at
Boston College, was the season
opener for the Wildcats. Their
next- game will be held on
Saturday September 13 ·at 2:00.
The game will be held at Nor::theastern and UNH will face
North Carolina

well

game jitters), and was twice
forced to throw the ball away
because of tight defensive coverage and broken protection.
In terms of getting the ball
into the hands of the receivers,
Bowes thin.ks Jean was more .
consistently accurate than
Byrne. "Bob only tprew a few
passes that weren'.t on the
money," said Bowes, "and he
tossed a few -away because of
pressure."
Starting Jean over Byrne is
no drastic move for Bowes, as
both quarterbacks vied pretty
evenly for the starting spot in .
pre-season, with Byrne winning
out because he started last year.
UNH's passing attack will
have to be more efficient this
weekend, and can't afford seven
dropped passes as against Richmond. "The opportunity to ·p ass
was there and we didn't connect," said Bowes "all we have
Wildcat linebacker Will Tyschen, 50, prepares to butt heads with the offense .
to do is catch the ball." Some
(Ronit Larone ph?to) ·
of these mistakes can be attributed to first game greasey
fingers thinks Bowes, and he's
not panicking or ready to scrap
the offensive gam~ plan. Hopefully Jean's fresh arm will help
remedy the situation.

••••
With Delaware as well
rounded as it is, with good
running backs a~d four of five
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.
Freshman tailback Joe Green readies to put a move on
photo)
Larone
(Ronit
practice.
in
yesterday
· safety Garry Jordan
I

Win.

what proved to be · the winning
·
goaL
With one goal and one assist,
Gero mini secured spots in the .
UNH record books tor most
career assists ( 18) and points

By Erin McGraw
The UNH field hockey team
heat Northwestern Wednesday
by a score of 2-1. Connecting
on both UNH goals were senior
rn-captain Karen· Geromini and
senior Sandi Costigan.
The first goal of the game
came at 4:05 into play, when
Wildcat Sandi Costigan scored_
on a pass from Karen Geromini.
Northwestern then tied the
game at 23:45 into the first half,
with a goal by Lorette Vorstman.
UNH regained the lead soon
after however, when at 28:55
into the half the GerominiCostigan cl.uo connected again.
This time Geromini received
the pass from Costigan, scoring .

By Paul Tolme
Football head coach Bill
Bowes knows his team will have
to play well Satl!rday, to win
against a very strong University
of Delaware team that preseason prognosticators picked
to win the Yankee ·Conference."
"We'll have to execute well,
goin•g agai~st probably the
strongest defer:ise we will set=
all year," said Bowes. Tb.is could
mean throwing the ball mote
and quicker, .to minimize the
threat Delaware's huge front
line will pose for the smaller
Wildcat·offensive line.
Delaware held defending conference champion URI to 10
points last Saturday. "I don't
see any weaknesses in their
defense," said Bowes, "and
physically they are bigger defensively than we are offensive1y. "

•

